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Ashworth, Jeffrey C. (Ph.D., Aerospace Engineering Sciences)

Three-Dimensional Unsteady Flow Elicited by Finite Wings and

Complex Configurations

Thesis directed by Professor Marvin W. Luttges

Studies of 4-dimensional unsteady separated flows have

demonstrated possible aerodynamic benefits of controlled unsteady

flows about airfoil surfaces. However, since all applicable

wings are necessarily finite, a thorough understanding of three-

,-dimensional unsteady flows is essential. Any direct application

or modelling of this complex tee-dimensional phenamenon may be

somewhat premature until a characteristic data base is

established.

The spatial and temporal transport, accumulation and

dissipation of vorticity on the surface of three wings varying

only in sweep angles (forward, straight and aft) were examined

using flow visualization and hot wire anemometry techniques.
CoPV

Identical geometric positions were tested on each wing for a (IS pECtED

variety of dynamic parameters. Each sweep geometry produced-
Ssion 70

distinct, time-dependent, spanwise and chordwise sites for-GRA&I
TAB

vorticity accumulation into large scale leading edge and wingtip vanced

vortices. The wingtip and leading edge vortex interactions

produced spanwise flow patterns uncharacteristic of two-

-dimensional flows. Wing sweep is a dominant geometric parameter bility C0-
v'il and/oi

in analyzing the effects of unsteady wingtip flow. .)eclal

.87 11 I,H ,ST 11. L 11
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An initial investigation into the feasibility of unsteady

flow application was performed on a model of the X-29 Forward

Swept Wing Technology Demonstrator. This model geometry

produces complex flow patterns but may be ideally suited for

application of unsteady flow technology. Unsteady flow

structures were observed which may ultimately generate

beneficial, slow speed flight characteristics of advanced

aircraft.

These investigations provide initial insight into three-

dimensional flow behavior elicited by different sweep gecuetries

and dynamic parameters. % This attempt at visualizing possible

benefits of forced unsteady flows predicts applicable areas for

further study, and provides suggestive impetus for the

exploitation of these flows to improve aerodynanic perfonn-.
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CQAPTER I

INTRDUCTIO

Fluid flow elicited about two-dimensional airfoils by

airfoil pitching motions is known to enhance flow attachment and

produce transiently large lift coefficients even at angles of

attack well above static stall angles. All practical lift

producing surfaces are, however, inherently three-dimensional.

Therefore, before attempting application of unsteady flow

technology, the implications of three-dimensionality of lifting

surfaces must be realized for unsteady flow phenomena. Since high

performance aircraft necessarily employ swept wing

configurations, a coanbined investigation of three-dimensional,

finite wing as well as wing sweep effects must be acccuplished.

These areas of aerospace technology have not been previously

investigated for unsteady separated flows. This dissertation

focuses on experiments that utilize sinusoidally driven three-

dimensional wings to elicit unsteady flows. Variations in both

geometric and dynamic parameters are related to systematic and

reliable alterations in flow field structures and processes.

The experimental approach taken to achieve comprehension of

finite, swept wing fluid dynamics includes orthogonal flow

visualization using phase-locked stochastic evaluations combined

=m no ,,
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with hot wire anemometry techniques. Flow visualization was

chosen to comprehensively record the .xmplex three-dimensional

flow patterns elicited about the complex test configurations.

This data collection technique permits time-dependent flow field

scrutiny for both spatial position of structures and directional

interactions with freestream flow. Anemometric measurements

added quantitative magnitudes and spatial verification to the

visualized flow structures.

The experiments were designed to systematically evaluate

and understand the effects of parameter changes on comprehensive,

complex flow characteristics. Each investigation revealed unique

relationships between test variables and flow structures and is

discussed in each of the separate chapters that follow. Where

possible, steady flow tests were performed to provide the

foundation for comparisons with dynamic tests. Initial forward

swept wing experiments evinced characteristics of finite wings

and revealed effects peculiar to the distinct wing sweep angle.

Sweep effects can only be evaluated when various sweep gecmetries

are tested at otherwise identical geometric and dynamic

conditions. Therefore, three wings varying only in sweep angle

were evaluated using flow visualization techniques. These

experiments disclosed distinct temporal and spatial sites for

vorticity accumulation and transport for each of the three wing

geometries. Further quantification of the unsteady flow fields

about the distinct wings was accomplished using hot wire
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anemometry. Complete analyses were achieved using both flow

visualization and aneucmetric velocity data.

The collection of unique geometry, finite wing flow

characteristics provided a basis for predicting the flow behavior

about a Miuch more ccuplex geczetry. For these tests a reflection-

plane, X-29 aircraft model was used. This was a novel atterpt to

evaluate the application of three-dimensional unsteady flow

technology to potentially beneficial aerodynamic flow

characteristics over a complex model using dynamic forcing

functions.

The overall cmprehension of unsteady fluid behavior is

discussed for this three-dimensional, finite wing analysis.

However, to arrive at the current level of understanding of

unsteady flows, the efforts of many previous investigators have

preceded this work. Unsteady aerodynamics is a relatively

youthful technology, but the application of limited forms of

unsteady flows is not a recent breakthrough. Very few actual

flight conditions exist where truly steady flow is incorporated.

Initially, scientists and engineers studied unsteady flows only

to predict how to prevent the occurrence of these poorly

understood flows. Only recently have the possible benefits of

these complex phenomena been envisioned. And since, these

benefits have been the impetus for studies not unlike those

reported here.

p'p



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Since man has walked on the Earth, he has marveled at the

creatures that fly in the air. Nature's winged flyers were no

doubt responsible for the first attempts at human flight. Man's

first recorded, and probably many unrecorded, attempts at flying

mimicked the unsteady flapping, twisting and bending wing motions

of birds or other flyers. The arm strength required to support

the human body weight aloft with these wing motions was

prohibitive. Even early machines were not fast or powerful

enough to drive wings through these unsteady motions and produce

supporting lift and thrust. Man then turned to apparatus which

developed lift and thrust by utilizing quasi-steady circular

motions or immovable wings.

Many historical writings document the birth and

development of manned aviation. One of these, compiled by

Anderson (1978), traces modern aviation as evolving from Leonardo

da Vinci, through hot-air balloons and gliders, to the first

powered flight by the Wright brothers. Since the Wrights had no

prior airplane references to follow, they put the tail of their

flying machine in front of the main lift-producing wing. This

configuration proved very unstable an resulted in a failure of

.4K
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the first flight attempt due to aircraft stall. This tail-in-

front or canard configuration is known to be somewhat unstable,

but allows high maneuverability and may prove to be the ultimate

high performance aircraft configuration some 80 or 90 years after

the Wright Flyer. Since the first powered flight, convenience

and necessity (military application in wartime) have provided

impetus for expansion of the operating flight envelopes of every

new aircraft design.

Another look toward nature may provide new insight into

flight controllability in the very low airspeed regime. Many of

nature's flyers utilize unsteady aerodynamics to produce lift and

thrusting forces. For example, the dragonfly, as reported by

Luttges, et al., 1985, Somps and Luttges, 1985 and Saharon and

Luttges, 1987, has for millions of years been using unsteady

large-scale vortices over tandem wings to produce lift magnitudes

equal to 20 times dragonfly body weight. However, due to the

complex nature of unsteady fluid dynamics, the possible

utilization of this phenomenon for manned aircraft has only

recently been investigated.

The basic research which precedes conceptual application

of new aerodynamic technology has been pursued in a variety of

parallel experimental and theoretical investigations. An attempt

at detailed analysis of each study is beyond the scope of this

review. Many of these studies have intentionally or otherwise

made significant contributions toward advancing the science of
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,' ' unsteady aerodynamics. This review briefly summarizes major

areas of investigation and significant contributions toward the

ultimate application of this relatively recent technology of

unsteady aerodynamics. Since the focus of the present work is

experimntal in nature, only significant experimental work will

be reviewed. For analytical and computational research efforts,

the reader is referred to publications by authors such as

. McCroskey (1982), Telionis (1984) and Chow (1983).

I Background Aerodynamics

Unsteady flows about lifting surfaces are dominated by

the formation, accumulation and transport of vorticity. The

subject of vorticity in conventional flows is discussed in nearly

every comprehensive text on the theory of aerodynamics.

Potential flow analysis encompassing flow away from the viscous

effects of fluid-wall interactions is widely published and a

thorough discussion can be found in the text by Karamcheti

(1966). The behavior of fluid flow near solid surfaces can be

predicted by solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations of

motion (Schlichting, 1968). These time-dependent equations

relate velocity, pressure and viscosity in the three-dimensional

boundary-layer space. Equations for flow vorticity are also

widely published and are reviewed in texts by Kuethe and Chow

(1976) and White (1974). Since some unsteady fluid motions

produce three-dimensional vortical structures, the classical
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Helmholtz Vortex Theorems are useful in analyzing this ctrcular

motion. Viscous effects near surfaces are unavoidable and a

graphic display of the decay of vortex filaments in a viscous

fluid are shown in the text by Kuethe and Chow (1976). The

viscous fluid vortex equation contains the viscous diffusion

term, and is known as the Helmholtz Equation of Hydrodynamics

(White, 1974).

Initial Two-Dimensional Investiqations

Initial studies of rapidly changing unsteady flows were

conducted to find ways to eliminate adverse unsteady effects such

as diverging flutter on wings, rotational flows in compressors,

and gust response. One such investigation was undertaken on the

dynamic retreating helicopter rotor blade stall that accompanies

high loading and advance ratios (Martin, et al., 1974). Since

this helicopter blade motion was cyclic, a sinusoidally pitching,

two-dimensional airfoil was used to study the dynamic stall

phencmenon. These tests incorporated flow visualization, static

pressure and hot-wire velocity techniques. The formation and

shedding of a leading edge vortex and the temporal effect of this

vortex on pressure distribution, normal force, pitching mcment

and velocity profile are documented. These data agreed with

earlier rotor studies, and suggest possible utilization of these

unsteady flow fields for lift enhancement during portions of the

cyclic rotor motion.
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Further investigations with oscillating, two-dimensional

airfoils expanded the parameter range to atteept nre accurate

prediction of the dynamic stall ph o IMcCroskey, et al.,

1975, collected flow visualization and pressure data about an

oscillating airfoil and observed a boundary layer reverse flow

which developed into a leading edge vortex. This study also

revealed leading edge vortex convective velocities of 35 to 40%

free stream velocity, formation of a second vortex near the

midchord of the airfoil and shed vortices presumably fed

vorticity by the abrupt unsteady separation of the turbulent

boundary layer. McAlister and Carr (1979) visualized dynamic

V stall characteristics about a sinusoidally oscillating airfoil in

a water tunnel. They observed the formation of multiple vortices

in a shear layer which covered the top surface of the airfoil.

Under repeatable oscillating conditions, this layer of vorticity

progressed toward the leading edge of the airfoil and, with the

a sudden influx of fluid, coalesced into the dynamic stall vortex.

Many parallel studies in unsteady fluid motion are documented and

a comprehensive review of these efforts was published by

McCroskey (1982). This review specified experimental and some

theoretical approaches, parameter ranges and techniques to date.

Experiments in this area continued with two-dimensional

studies on unsteady airfoils and flat plates conducted and

published by Robinson and Luttges (1983). These experiments

erployed flow visualization and hot wire anemumetry techniques to
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record unsteady f low behavior about sinusoida Ily osci l lating

surfaces in a subsonic wind tunnel. During these tests, the

sequence of leading edge vortex initiation, development and

traversing was observed. Also, tmuporal shedding interactions

between leading and trailing edge vortices were noted. When

small amplitude oscillations were applied, there was an absence

of large vortical structures. The presence of a leading edge

- 4 vortex on the top surface caused reattachment of the flow at

values where static separation occurred, and increased flow

reattachment was noted with increasing K from 0.25 to 1.25. In

these two-dimensional tests, increasing K incited smaller, more

cohesive vortices with turbulent cores and high velocity

circunferences. Lcwer K values precipitated larger leading edge

vortices which became more turbulent as distance from the

trailing edge decreased. It became apparent to the authors that

the large scale leading edge vortices behaved in a predictable

fashion and might be aerodynamically exploitable.

An initial investigation with swept surfaces was

conducted by Carta (1983). This wind tunnel experiment utilized

a NACA 0012 airfoil swept 300 to the freestream flow. The

leading edge vortex convection across the aft portion of the

chordlength of the swept airfoil was slower than observed for a

geometrically similar airfoil mounted perpendicular to the

freestrea. With no three-dimensional wingtip effect, the swept

airfoil leading edge vortex inception was independent of mean

mom
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angle of attack or amplitude of motion. Before stall occurred in

the static tests, the lift coefficient for the swept airfoil

attained higher magnitudes and angles of attack than the straight

airfoil counterpart.

Two comprehensive review articles on two-dimensional

unsteady flows were published and presented in 1985. The first,

Reynolds and Carr, focuses on vorticity concepts and equations.

This discussion notes that the time-mean vorticity flow rate is

constant for a free-shear layer and the only source of vorticity

along a flat surface is from viscous diffusion from the solid

surf -7e. It is also noted that the pressure gradient causes

vorticity accumulation and formation of vortical structures in

the boundary layer. Historical background and pertinent results

of the dynamic stall process on airfoils are discussed. The

second article, presented later by Carr, reviews unsteady flows

by separately analyzing the effects of distinct variables. The

author initiates the idea of expanding the low speed flight

envelopes of future aircraft by applying forced unsteady flows.

Since many parameters affecting the formation of unsteady

flow had been investigated, same research efforts were directed

at the control of unsteady separated flow structures. Reisenthel

and his colleagues (1985) investigated the flow over a two-

dimensional flat plate with spoiler-like flaps and a backward

step using flow visualization, static pressure measurements and

hot wire anemnometry. This wind tunnel test focused on low K

I

. ..
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value (0.001 to 0.24), separated flow control of the interactions

between the flap and step flow. Other studies by Luttges and his

colleagues (1985) focused on visualizations of the flow patterns

about two-dimensional flat plates and airfoils. These

investigations incorporated sinusoidal pitching, longitudinal

vortex generators and pulsed air injection to cause vortex

formation. In these studies, increases in mean angle of attack

caused earlier formation of the leading edge vortex while

increasing K or oscillation amplitude caused later formation and

greater convecting velocity. At higher angles of attack, a fluid

reservoir or airfoil shadaw was observed behind the leading edge

where vorticity accumulates into large scale structures.

An extension of flow structure control was acocuplished

by Robinson and colleagues (1986) on two-dimensional airfoils in

tandem configuration. An auto-rotating flat plate and an

oscillating airfoil were used to generate an unsteady airflow

upstream of a static airfoil. Flow visualization and pressure

measurements recorded transient flow patterns and airloads over

the trailing airfoil. Upper surface pressure coefficient data

shows passage of the upstrear-produced vortex over the trailing

airfoil. The authors suspect the transient flow behavior over

the aft wing may cause adverse control effects when applied to

tandem configurations.

Acceleratinq Flows

A qualitative approach to investigating unsteady flow

1%L
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field behavior has been taken by Freymuth and his colleagues

(1984-86). A unique flow visualization technique was devised and

eimployed to study vortical development during flows accelerated

constantly frcm rest. This technique involves tagging fluid

particles with dense white smoke produced when TiC14 is applied

to the investigated surface. The smoke traces the streakline

patterns developed during the flow acceleration, and provides an

excellent medium for qualitatively observing the intricate flow

structures produced by this unsteady flow. Numerous two and

three-dimensicnal body shapes have been investigated successfully

with this technique. Freynuth (1985) combined flow observations

using this technique and others to publish a descriptive language

(or nominal scaling) dictionary of dynamic separation patterns.

This flow visualization technique was initially applied

-* to study cylinders, flat plates and airfoils at various angles of

* attack from below stall angles to as high as 900 to the

freestream flow. Angle of attack and Re effects were observed

frcm side and top view perspectives. Leading and trailing edge

flow structure progression and ornamentation were visualized by

applying the TiC1 4 along each or both of these surfaces and

recording the development with high speed photographic

techniques. Later experiments studied both leading edge and

wingtip vortices in accelerating and steady flow. These top view

sequences of a rectangular wing with smoke produced at the

leading and trailing edges, provided initial three-dimensional

4
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visualization of leading edge and wingtip vortex filament

interaction. The test data show filaments nearly parallel to the

leading edge of the wing that converge toward the forward edge of

the wingtip. Also, the wingtip vortex converges toward this

leading edge of the wingtip region. These flow patterns were

consistently observed over numerous test conditions and wing

geonetries.

Pitching Airfoils

Parallel studies to the sinusoidal oscillation and

accelerating flow tests are on unsteady flows produced about

pitching airfoils. This method elicits an unsteady flow field by

pitching an airfoil at high pitch rates to angles of attack well

above static stall angles. The motion histories of the flow

development were recorded using high speed photographic flow

visualization, surface pressure measurements and hot wire

velocity measurenents. These investigations were conducted by

Helin and Walker (1985), Walker and colleagues (1985) and Helin

and colleagues (1986). The experiments evaluated effects of

pitch rate, pitch axis and non-continuous pitching motions.

Higher pitching rates caused dynamic stal 1 to occur at higher

geometric angles of attack and created more cohesive vortices.

Moving the pitch axis aft along the chordline of the airfoil had

an identical effect on the angular occurrence of dynanic stall.

Increasing the pitch rate increased the maximum lift coefficient

*e !
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while increasing the Re had an opposite effect. High rate

*pitching with short pauses was used to attempt to control the

vortex structures on the surface of the airfoils.

Finite Wings

Investigations on unsteady flows about three-dimensional,

finite wings show complex flow fields where interactions occur

between leading edge and wingtip vortices. The complexity of

these three-dimensional flows dictated flow visualization as the

initial technique for analysis. Adler and colleagues (1983)

utilized a smoke rake, flow visualization technique on both a

two-dimensional airfoil and a three-dimensional wing. Later,

Adler and Luttges (1985) concentrated on the three-dimensional

effects of a sinusoidally oscillating, finite wing. The

quantitative measurements accomplished were leading edge vortex

temporal and spatial initiation, size and convecting velocities

toward the trailing edge of the wing. The flow about the wing

appeared to be characteristically separable into three distinct

regions. The flow near the tip of the wing was dominated by the

unsteady wingtip vortex. The wing midspan region supported

interactions between the leading edge vortex and the wingtip

vortex. Inboard toward the wing root, the flow behaved much like

that observed during two-dimensional airfoil studies.

Finite wing investigations utilizing a water tunnel and

flow visualization techniques were conducted by Gad-el-Hak and

his colleagues (1983) and Gad-el-Hak and Ho (1985-86). Finite
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wings with different sweep geometries and delta wings with

different sweepback were tested in a towing tank. The delta wing

studies during static conditions reveal shear layer roll-up into

discrete vortices which form nearly parallel to the leading edge

of the wing. When the delta wing was oscillated about the

quarter chord point, the unsteadiness delayed separation and

promoted hysteresis effects similar to those observed on two-

dimensional airfoils. Wing sharp leading edges were observed to

cause a larger vertical separation zone than more blunt leading

edges. Ccparisons between straight and swept wings demonstrate

greater leading edge vortex dwell time for the forward swept wing

and greater convective tendencies for the straight wing.

Experimental results of unsteady flows elicited by

sinusoida l ly oscillating wings with different sweep geometry were

published by Ashworth and colleagues (1986) and Ashworth and

Luttges (1986). These three-dimensional studies are discussed

later in this text. Other visualization experiments on three-

dimensional unsteady separated flow were accomplished by Robinson

and his colleagues (1986).

Advanced Prototypes

Any application of unsteady flow technology depends on

aerodynamic advantages that might be realized on existing or

future prototypes. Modern aircraft are typically designed for a

particular mission. The concept of supermaneuverability, first
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defined by Herbst (1983), envisions a highly maneuverable

aircraft which is also efficient. To be efficient at high Mach

numbers, aircraft must have swept wings (McCormic, 1979 and

Busemann, 1971). This demanding combination of supermaneuver-

ability and efficiency may only be satisfied through the use of

unsteady separated flows on aircraft with swept wings. Yet, much

research stands between this conceptual realization and the

actual implementation of such ideas. Nevertheless, recent

technology advances in structural materials and computer controls

now permit aerodynamic design to match the demanding missions of

future of aviation.

The recent technology of forward swept wings (Uhuad, et

al., 1983) and canard-configured aircraft (Landfield and

Rajkovic, 1986) may permit the effective operatio of aircraft in

flight regimes that have not been previously utilized. Flight of

such vehicles may be thoroughly evaluated before manned flight

through the use of advanced autopilot controls (Duke, et al.,

1986). Advanced three-dimensional computational methods (Mann

and Mercer, 1986 and Batina, 1986) may also prove useful in

verifying such novel conceptual designs.

The X-29 Forward Swept Wing Technology Demonstrator is an

example of the combination of recent technological developments

(Hoey, 1985). The forward swept wing concept shows efficient

operation at high Mach number flight (Moore and Frei, 1983). The

4.r root-to-tip stall characteristic of the forward swept wing

U 
C'I
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appears to be very beneficial at the lowv speed end of the flight

envelope (Tierney, 1985). Wind tunnel investigations on scale

models of this unique design (Whipple and Ricket, 1986; Griffin,

et al., 1983) may show areas for possible application of unsteady

2 aerodynamic technology. Basic research in steady as well as

unsteady f lows about advanced prototypes must continue.



CHAPT III

In order to attain clear pertinent results and to

establish critical variables relating to three-dimensional

unsteady flow traits, experimental techniques need be as exact

and comparative as possible. The complex flow structures

produced by sinusoidally driven, finite wings are somewhat

difficult to record and analyze precisely. The cyclic, three-

I dimensional nature of these flows precludes instantaneous, single

plane data acquisition. Therefore, any data recording technique

must necessarily be time-dependent with maximum spatial

resolution. Flow visualization techniques were employed

throughout these experiments to observe the teIpora1 and spatial

flow fluctuations produced both by geometry changes and by

dynamic parameter variations. Numerous quantitative flow

characteristics such as vortex size, position, convective

velocity, initiation point and tip deflection angle can be

visually recorded. Subsequent comparative analyses can be

readily acomplished. To further quantify flow characteristics,

velocity measuresents were documented using hot wire aunemamtry.

Both of these data acquisition techniques possess inherent

limitations which prevent precise flow quantification, however,
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both present excellent conparative attributes. These two data

recording techniques, when used together, provide flow field

V" comparisons which clearly define crucial effects of gecmctric and

dynamic parameters on finite wing aerodynuics.

The systematic investigations discussed in this text wereA

conducted using different wind tunnels and methods of data

collection and reduction. Since the focus of these studies is

toward understanding low speed, unsteady flow characteristics,

all experiments were performed in the subsonic wind tunnels at

the University of Colorado. Each test was designed to scrutinize

the effects of specific parameter variations. The apparatus and

methodology of each investigation are discussed in the order of

test chronology.

The initial forward swept wing (FSW) experiments and the

geometric comparative studies between the forward swept wing

(FSW), straight wing (STW) and aft swept wing (ASW) were

conducted in the 16 by 16 inch test section wind tunnel. The

test section side wall and top are constructed of cast acrylic

Plexiglas such that flow could be visualized from any

perspective. Walls not used for specific visualization

perspectives were painted flat black to help reduce light

reflections during flow visualization tests. The tunnel

freestream velocity (V ) was recorded by a reference pitot tube

located in the test section. The velocities were set to achieve

Reynolds numbers (Re) based on wing chordlength of 30,000 and
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40,000.

A hollow core aluminumMM 0015 airfoil section with 6

inch chordlength was used to manufacture the three wings. The

wings were each constructed with the chordline swept at a

different angle: (1) a forward swept wing, A = 30* forward; (2)

* a straight wing, A - 00; and, (3) an aft swept wing, A = 300

aft. The root and tip of each wing were cut parallel to the

I angle of the oncoming flow. An attachment shaft with axis

parallel to the wing quarter chord line was fitted to each wing

root. The resulting wingtip cut was sealed with a flat plate

fashioned to match the contour of the airfoil profile. With the

sweep modifications, the effective chordlength (c) was measured

parallel to the tunnel freestrea. The STW chordlength was 6

inches while that of the FSW and ASW was 6.928 inches. The wings

were mounted horizontally with the attachment shaft through the

side wall of the tunnel. Spacing between the wing root and side

wall was approximately 3/8 inch while the wingtip was no closer

than 4 inches to the other side wall. The effective span

positions studied were across 8 inches in horizontal distance.

No data points were taken within 4 inches of any wall and appear

from flow visualizations closer to the wal l to be well away from

the wall effect. The wings were also painted black to reduce

reflection and permit flow structure analysis very close to the

surface.

A small D.C. motor (1/6 h.p.) permitted variable speed
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driving of a scotch yolk that in turn produced a sinusoidal

pitching motion of variable amplitude. The motor and scutch yoke

were mounted outside the tunnel side wall. Both the driving

mechanism and the wing attachment shaft were mounted at the

desired sweep angle relative to the tunnel test section wall.

The induced wing pitching motion was constant throughout the full

length of the wing along an axis running through the quarter

chord location. By adjusting the position of the shaft and
scotch yoke, the mean angle about which oscillations occurred

Sa m ) and the oscillation amplitude ( ai)) could be varied.

Instantaneous angles of attack (a) for static tests could also

be changed from outside the tunnel. A magnetic reed switch was

mounted on the flywheel of the motor to record the rotational

I? frequency, w , and to produce a synchronization pulse when the

wing was at maximum angle of attack. This reed switch signal was

coupled with an electronic variable delay to trigger data signals

at any desired position in the oscillation cycle. Data points

could be recorded at desired intervals throughout one omplete

pitching cycle from nondimensional oscillation phase angles of *
= 0.0 to 1.0. In the dynamic tests, the motion histories began

at the maximum angle of attack where * = 0.0, and returned to

the highest a where 0 = 1.0.

One data collecting technique employed during

investigations on the three wings was flowy visualization. This

I procedure includes the use of a smoke wire to mark the flow about

V.h
4.,'
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the surfaces and photography to record the flow patterns. The

smoke wire technique produces a vertical sheet of smoke from the

*top to the bottan of the test section. The smoke is produced by

passing a current through an Elgin alloy wire (0.008 inch

diameter) which has been coated with equal parts of Rosco

theatrical fog fluid and 30W motor oil. The current used to heat

the wire was determined empirically to create the ideal density

and duration for visualizations. The wire was suspended from top

4to botta of the test section and introduced a vertical plane of

smoke into the flow approximately 1.5 feet upstream of each

wing root. The wire could be positioned to produce the smoke

sheet that impinged on the wing surface at any desired span

location. Spanwise sites along each wing were measured from the

I"wingtip inboard along the quarter chord line of the wing. This

_A distance was non-dimensionalized by dividing by the chordlength,

c, of each wing and is symbolized by S. The light illuminated

smoke patterns about the wings were recorded by photographic

techniques.

As the smokelines passed over the wing, smoke

illumination was provided by a short duration (7 U sec) focused

stroboscopic flash unit positioned about the tunnel to maximize

illumination and minimize spurious reflections or diffuse

lighting. The flash was triggered by wing phase angle so that

each time the wing passed through the same angles of attack,

illumination occurred. The resulting multiple (4-6 flashes)

"e4

1. 4111
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exposure photographs were recorded by a 35ram camera using ASA 400

film. The multiple exposure photographs provided evidence of

reliability in the observed flow field structures. To gain an

orthogonal perspective, photographs were taken from the side,

viewing down the wing span frcm tip to root, and from the top of

the wind tunnel test section. In all photographic visualizations

presented in this text, the flow is passing from left to right in

the picture.

The initial FSW experiments employed flow visualization

techniques for data acquisition. Freestream velocities were set

to maintain Re = 30,000 and 40,000. The FSW was initially tested

p under static (no oscillating) conditions. Static angles of

attack tested were = 30, 50, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 250 and

270. The smoke wire was positioned to afford smoke passage over

three span locations: wingtip, S = 0.58c inboard, and S = 1.15c

inboard. By oscillating the wing at frequencies up to 10 Hz,

values of nondimensional reduced frequency parameter, K =

wc/2V, of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4 were realized. Mean

angles of attack were 120, 150 or 18* with oscillation amplitudes

of ±9 ° and ±10.

To make valid comparisons of sweep angle effects, an

investigation using the FSW, SIW and ASW was performed. As with

the FS tests, static conditions over all three wings were first

evaluated across the a range of 30 to 270. The dynamic tests of

the three wings were accomplished using a mean angle of attack of
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150 and an oscillation anplitude of ±100. The reduced frequency

values were varied from 0.6, 1.0 to 1.4K. Photographs were

prepared for discrete span locations varying from the wingtip,

0.17c, 0.33c, 0.5c, 0.67c, 1.0c to 1.33c inboard. In order to

determine the interactive dependencies between wing test dynaics

and the time dependencies of flow structure initiation, the whole

sinusoidal oscillation period was examined by flow visualization.

Photo documentation was done, however, only for those periods in

the wing motion that were essential to understanding flow

initiation and development. Vortex initiation point, vortex

size, spatial tire dependent positions, shear layer developnent

and boundary layer growth were measured. These measurements were

completed from both side and overhead views. The results were

compared for different wing sweep angles at various span

locations.

In order to better quantify flow characteristics about

the three wings, hot wire anemometry was used to record local

velocity magnitudes. These velocity measurements were made using

a constant temperature hotwire probe constricted of 10% Rh Pt

0.0001 inch Wollaston wire. The linearized circuit 0 to 5 volt

full scale output was preset for maximum anticipated velocity.

The data acquisition and reduction were accomplished with a 16

channel DT 1761 Data translation A/D interface and Digital

Equipment Corporation LSI 11/23 microprocessor. Data was reduced

and then plotted on an Esterline Angus Model 575 x-y plotter.

We...
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During the hot wire anemonetry tests on the three wings,

a Reynold's number of 40,000 wms sustained. Reduced frequencies

of K = 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4 were used to initiate and maintain

leading edge vortex structures on the wing surfaces at these low

tunnel velocities. To identically match the flow visualization

data already accumulated for the three wings, a mean angle of

attack of 150 and oscillation amplitude of ±100 were used.

Identical wing spanwise locations as the previous flow

visualization experiments were investigated. The anemometric

measurements were taken at each span location and chordwise at

0.00c(leading edge), 0.17c, 0.33c, 0.50c, 0.67c, 0.83c and 1.00c.

" An X, Y, and Z coordinate system was established with the origin

at the leading edge of each wingtip. The X-axis parallels

freestream and wing chordline; Y-axis is perpendicular to

freestream in the vertical direction; and, the Z-axis parallels

the wing span. The hot wire data were collected at an A/D

sampling frequency of 2 KHz. Phase-locked sampling was done for

ten runs (over 200 points per run) each consisting of two

complete oscillation cycles. The independent trigger pulse

signaled * = 0.0 in each oscillation cycle. The orientation of

the hot wire probe was normal to the freestream flow. The hot

wire, thus, sensed absolute velocity magnitudes while flow

direction was monitored by orthogonal top and side view flow

S..visualizations. The oscillating motion prevented probe locations

very near the wing surface. This limitation precluded

.
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cuprehensive velocity measurements of mall vortical structures
and of those located near the wing surface.

The large size of the 1/10 scale reflection-plane model

of the X-29 aircraft necessitates the use of the 2 foot by 2 foot

test section, low turbulence wind tunnel. The freestream tunnel

velocity was set using a reference pitot tube in the test

section. Throughout the X-29 model tests, the velocity was

maintained at 25 feet per second. One side wall with splitter

plate supported the model while the opposite wall was fitted with

glass to permit flow visualizations. The top and bottom walls as

well as the model and splitter plate were painted black to reduce

reflections and enhance flow structure clarity. The

visualization smoke was introduced into the flow by a smoke rake

located in the plenum chamber. This technique provided a

vertical plane of smoke lines through the test section spaced

approximately one inch apart. The model was positioned in the

tunnel so the plane of smoke impinged the canard at the midspan

location. A limitation of the smoke system is the vertical

distance between the soke lines. Under certain test onditions,

the streaklines at critical locations wuld not be as visible as

desired due to the spatial gap between the lines. This adverse

characteristic could be eliminated by employing a smoke wire.

The X-29 reflection-plane mnel is mounted to a splitter

plate which extends from top to bottom of the test section. The

model can be rotated about a point near the center of gravity to

AM
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change the angle of attack (AOA) of the entire model. A small

D.C. motor and scotch yoke are mounmted outside the tunnel1 and are

af fixed to the canard attachment shaft. This assembly induces

sinusoidal canard pitching motions of variable frequency and

amplitude. Flow visualization photography with 35mm camera and

V stroboscopic illumination record the flow patterns during both

static and dynamic (oscillating canard) tests. Photographic

procedures were adjusted to capture the f low patterns about both

the canard and the wing. To record pertinent three-dimensional

f low data, photographs were taken from both side and rear view

perspectives.

Muc lke heprevious finite wing tests, teX-29

investigations began with static experiments. The model ACA was

set at 00, 50 and 100 while the canard was varied in 50

increments between 00 and 400. The canard angle of attack, cx

was always measured with respect to the model centerline. The

dynamic tests included parameter variations in the canard mean

angle of attack of 00, 50 and 100* and oscillation am~plitude of

±50, t100 and ±200. model ADA values of 00, 50 and 100 were also

used during dynamic tests.

The systematic data collection methods and techniques

described above have produced a reasonable data base from which

to extrapolate and compare f low characteristics about three-

diensional surfaces. Limitations to each of the techniques have

been discussed and were considered when data reduction and
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analysis was accomplished. Every experimental investigation
'4~ produ~d unique results and each are discussed separately in the

sections that fol l~.
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CHAPTER IV

FOIFKR SWEPT WM

Three-dimensional swept wings are utilized on all high

performance aircraft, theref ore, an appropriate beginning toward

application of unsteady aerodynamics is to investigate sweep

effects. Much has been accomplished and documented on two-

dimensional unsteady airf low. However, aircraft have finite

wings. Any applicable unsteady flow producing mechanismw mist be

preceded by basic understanding of complex, three-dimensional

unsteady f low characteristics. To date, the sweep ef fects of

airfoils and delta wings have received only minor attention in

regard to unsteady flows. This analysis focuses upon the three-

dimensional characteristics of unsteady flows produced about a

swept forward wing tested under a variety of dynamic pitching

conditions. The complexity of f lows known to be produced by

lifting surfaces pitching sinusoidal ly beyond static stall angles

dictates the initial use of flow visualization.

Static Tests

As a basis for dynamic comparisons, the swept forward

wing was first examined using flow visualization across a wide

range of static angles of attack. To characterize the spanwise
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perturbation of the resulting flow fields, smoke was allowed to

pass over three locations: wingtip, 0.58c inboard and 1.15c

inboard. The flow was photographed from the sideview (tip to

root) and from above. In all instances, the photographs used

Smitiple exposure, stroboscopic illumination that assured flow

field reproducibility. Angles of attack were varied from 3 to 27

degrees.

.J .The adherence of the smoke to the contour of the upper

-'4 surface of the wing was dependent upon the spanwise site

visualized. Failure of the smokeline to follow the wing contour

was used as evidence of flow separation. At about 3* alpha, flow

remained attached at all locations on the wing visualized (Fig.

1,Aa). At a static angle of attack of 9*, the most inboard span

location visualized (1.15c) began to show indications of flow

separation (Fig. l,b) in contrast to the immediately outboard

location (0.58c) where the flow remained attached (Fig. 1,B).

When the angle of attack was increased to 150, above stall for

this airfoil, the flow was fully separated inboard and only

beginning to separate nearer the wingtip (Fig. l,Cc). Further

increases in the angle of attack (Fig. l,Dd and l,Ee) result in

more dramatic separations of the flow field from the wing. In

all of the visualizations, the separation is less fully developed

near the wingtip than it is at more inboard locations.

The flow field visualized at the wingtip was dominated by

the presence of a strong helical flow around the tip (Fig. 2,Aa).
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S Fig. 2 Spanwise flow displace~ent on static wing, Re = 40,000,

= 270, A-C: side view, a-c: top view, Aa: wingtip,

Bb: S -0.58c, CC: S = 1.15c.
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To quantify the relative apparent strength of the wingtip vortex,

a spanwise flow angle 8 was measured at the tip of the wing.

The top schematic in Fig. 3 graphically depicts the measurement

of this angle. Top view photographs show the initial dhordwise

crossing of the smoke sheet frum the pressure to the suction side

of the wing. A line tangent to the flow is drawn at the point

where the smoke initially crosses the plane of the wingtip. The

angle 8 is measured from this tangent line to the plane of the

wingtip. Across the static angles of attack tested, increased

I' values were associated with ever tighter helical bending of the

smoke around the wingtip. This tightening of the helical flow is

formalized in Fig. 3 with the 8 angle. As can be seen, the

positive correlation between the a and B angle persists across

all tests and the 8 angle flattens only at angles of attack

associated with inboard flcx; separation.

When seen from above (Fig. 2), spanwise displacements of

the flow are most obvious near the wingtip. The smoke from the

"-.> upstream smokewire intercepts the wingtip in a manner that pulls

the underside f low outward around the tip and then inward over

' the upper wing surface. The upper surface flow appears to be

spatial ly influenced by the wingtip vortex at nearly all span

locations. At the midspan location (Fig. 2b), the flow near the

wing surface is pulled toward the tip by the strong helical tip

vortex. At tested span locations further inboard, the wingtip

effect still seems to draw the flow in the direction of the

%~~,~
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Fig. 3 Tip deflection angle for static and dynamic wing, Re
40,000, OL m = 150, (x = ±100.
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unstal led tip.

Dynamic Tests

Using multiple exposure, phase-locked photography, the

flow field was visualized for the swept forward wing for a

variety of K values, mean angles and spanwise locations.

Photographs taken stroboscopically at different angles of attack

throughout the oscillation cycle produced a record of the

resulting flow field. Inevitably, the test conditions yielded

vortex dominated flows that varied teorally and spatially both

in initiation and development. These variations exhausted the

full freedom of the three-dimensional analyses used. Resulting

visualizations exhibited considerable reliability, in that the

multiple exposures revealed consistently superimposed smoke lines

despite the complexity of the elicited flows. This level of

reproducibility was clear from both the side and top view

visualizations.

Inboard span location. At S = 1.15c, the span location

far inboard frcm the wingtip, the sinusoidal pitching motions of

the wing elicited flow field structures similar to those

previously reported for airfoils and flat plates as well as for

inboard sites on a straight symmetrical wing. A leading edge

vortex was produced as the wing pitched upward through the static

stall angle. First appearing in the 0.0 to 0.2 chord location,

the vortex grows in apparent size and then begins to convect

I
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toward the trailing edge of the airfoil. As the vortex passed

into the wake, only a small amount of evidence of a trailing edge

vortex appeared.

Across the test conditions used in these studies, the

vortex initiation occurred earlier in the upward pitching motion

if the mean angle of attack was increased. When K values were

increased, vortex initiation was altered. Also, increased K
-a

*' values yielded higher overall convecting velocities for the

passage of the leading edqe vortex over the upper airfoil surface

and yielded smaller, apparently more cohesive vortex structures.

All of these correlates between flow field structure and pitching

dynamics are quite similar to those reported earlier by authors

of two-dimensional literature. Accordingly, vortex initiation

using 18±90 occurred at 150 on the upstroke but using 12±9 °

occurred at 170. As noted before, earlier vortex initiation was

associated with slower average convecting velocities and later

initiation was associated with higher convecting velocities.

Average convecting velocities tended to mask the fact that

earlier initiation yields convection histories characterized by

initially slow convection and more rapid acceleration whereas

later initiation shows initially modest convection without later

acceleration of the vortex to the trailing edge.

Wingtip location. The wingtip flow about the swept

forward wing varied in substantial ways fran that observed using

a straight symmetrical wing. By characterizing the bending of
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the smokelines around the wingtip to the upper surface of the

wing, 8 angle, it was possible to quantify the relative

characteristics of the wingtip flow throughout a full pitching

cycle. A comparison of the 8 angle of tip flow is provided in

Fig. 3, for both static tests conducted across a variety of

angles of attack and for dynamic tests conducted across pitching

motions that moved the wing through the same angles. The dynamic

test conditions were a = 15±100 with a K value of 1.0. The

relatively linear relation between $ and static angles of attack

is displayed and the hysteresis loop of 8 with dynamic angles

of attack is also shown. In the latter case, the 8 angle is

small through early stages of the wing upstroke but then

increases rapidly through the later stages of the upward pitching

motion. Near the top of the pitching cycle where a = 25*, the

associated 8 angle is greater than that observed during the

static tests at the same angle of attack. The 8 angles

remain larger than those observed for static test

counterparts through the downstroke. At the end of the pitching

downstroke and the beginning of the upstroke, the wingtip flow

is characterized by rapidly decreasing 5 angle. Once again, the

6 angle remains small until the midpoint of the upstroke is

attained.

This dynamic time history of the wingtip flow

correlates well with the inboard initiation, development and

convection of the leading edge vortex (Fig. 4). As $ angle
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appears to increase dramatically on the upstroke of the wing,

the leading edge vortex is growing over about 0.2c inboard.

Wh~en the 8 angle is the largest, the vortex has attained mature

size and is beginning to convect over the wing surf ace. The

8angle remains elevated over that seen in static tests as long

as the leading edge vortex remains over the upper surface of

the wing. When the lead'ng edge vortex sheds into the wake

of the wing, the a angle drops precipitously to a value smaller

than that shown for static tests at the same angle of attack.

Tip vortex f low appears to respond in a systematic

manner to alterations in the K values. In the tests that

employed K = 0.6, the 6 angles remain low during the wing

upstroke until near the maximum angle of attack. Then, the

angle of the wingtip f low increases to 8 values above static

test values. The increased B values decrease rapidly but

remain at levels higher than the static counterparts through mo~st

of the wing downstroke. Notably, the B angles at the lowest

angles of attack were quite small at the transition to wing

upstroke. These values remain lower than static

counterparts throughout much of the upstroke. In contrast, the

K = 1.4 tests resulted in 8 values that were routinely

higher than static counterparts throughout a lmost all of the

oscillation cycle. The rapid changes in 6 angles characteristic

of tests done with K = 1.0 and K = 0.6 were absent in the

flattened hysteresis loop for the angles recorded usinq K
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1.4. It is tempting to relate these observations to the fact that

* a vortex is present over the inboard surface of the wing at all

times when a K = 1.4.

Midspan locations. Using the above flow field

characteristics as reference points, the flow over the wing

between these tip and inboard sites was evaluated. The smoke

wire was moved spanwise such that the smoke lines

intercepted the wing at points 0.29c, 0.58c and 0.87c inboard of

the w'ngtip. Again, multiple exposure photographs were

taken both from the side and from above the wing. Fig. 5,

provides sideview comparisons of flow over some of these

spanwise locations for both static and oscillating (K = 1.0)

wing test conditions where the angle of attack is either constant

or instantaneous 180, respectively. A major difference in the

apparent amounts of flow separation is clearly shown for the

static as compared to the dynamic test conditions. And, the

separation is quite sensitive to spanwise location. Fig. 5

shows a definite separation of the flow fram the wing surface in

the static tests (B and C) but an attached vortex-initiation

flow in the dynamic tests (b and c). At the wingtip, a strong

vortex is evident in both test cases (Fig. 5A and 5a) and no

evidence of flow separation appears. Farther inboard, the flow

separation in the static case is preceded upstream about

the leading edge of the wing by turbulence whereas in the dynamic

A W-6 4-.- - .~
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Fig. 5 Side views of static and dynaic wings, Re = 40,000, A-
C: static wing, K = 0.0, a= 18*, a-c: dynamic wing,
K - 1.0, a- 180, Aa-Cc: wingtip, S = 0.58c and S =
1.15c, respectively.
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case the same site shows the presence of a highly structured

vortex (Fig. 5C and 5c).

When the same test conditions are visualized from

above the wing it is possible to characterize the spanwise

deflections of the flow field. Although the spanwise

deviations in flow are often complex, an average was obtained by

measuring the smoke line displacements at the trailing edge of

the wing from the initial plane of smoke introduction upstream

of the leading edge. In this way it was possible to evaluate the

spanwise flow of both the upper and lower surface smoke lines.

The resultinq measures were collected and summarized for each set

of test conditions. These summaries were helpful in

interpreting the data reported here, but will not be formally

presented.

The apparent size of the leading edge vortex, SZ, is

measured (in cm.) from the wing surface to the top of the

I"vortical structureand has been previously reported in two-

I dimensional studies to be inversely related to the magnitude of

the K value. In tests with the swept forward wing, this

relationship appears to be strongly related to the spanwise

site of the observations (Fig. 6). At S = 1.15c the vortex

size is inversely related toK value. At S = 0.87c the vortex

size changes very little with alterations in K value. And

at S = 0.58c or S = 0.29c, the vortex size actually increases

with increasing K values. At these sites closer to the wingtip
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the vortex forms and grows near the leading edge but then

the vortex structure dissipates as it begins to move tagard the

trailing edge of the wLig. Despite these variations in growth

dynanics related to K values, it remains clear that the leading

edge vortices are very much smaller near the wingtip than at

inboard locations on the span.

The convection velocities, Vc , were calculated as

average values for the time of vortex appearance near the leading

edge to the time of shedding from the trailing edge. Or, it was

*calculated from the time of appearance to the time of structure

dissipation. This method includes both the initiation and

formation tines for the vortex, times when the vortex appears not

to move over the surface of the wing. In all cases, the vortex

was observed to convect slowly over the leading portions of the

chord and more rapidly over the downstream chord locations. The

influence of span location on Vc is summarized in Fig. 7. The

progressive acceleration of the vortices for different span

locations is summarized across the chord (X/C) of the wing

throughout an oscillation cycle in Fig. 8. Regardless of span

location, increases in K were associated with higher Vc values.

And, the more inboard locations on the span also were associated

with higher Vc's. To better summarize these observations, the

positions of the vortices over the wing are plotted on the wing

planform for different portions of the pitching cycle, 0.0, 0.25

and 0.50, in Fig. 9.

*-a.
a".
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Fig. 7 Convective velocities, Re = 40,000, ci1m 10.
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The mean angles of attack around which the sinusoidal

moKtions of the wing were driven were varied between 120, 150 an

18* using motions of ±90 and ±100. The leading edge vortex

formation oc acred earlier in the upward pitching motion when the

mean angle of attack was increased (Fig. 10) and when the

*observation site was S = 1.15c. At a span location closer

to the tip (S = 0.58c), the initiation of vortices was delayed

* .. '.until later in the upward pitching motion cycle. But, the

higher mean angles of attack led to more delay in the vortex

initiation. In this instance it appeared that the effect of the

mean anl fatako tpvre flow was greaterthni

was on inboard f low; thus the inboard f low was clearly inf luenced

by high angle of attack strengthening of wingtip flow.

Coupled to the differences in vortex initiation, the overallV

was lower for lower mean angles of attack. As may be seen in

Fig. 11, the low Vc values derive from earlier vortex initiation

with high angles of attack. It is equal ly clear that higher mean

angles eventually produce greater vortex convection than

lower angles when the whole oscillation cycle is considered.

Inboard (S = 1.15c) vortices traveled faster and further than

outboard (S = 0.58c) vortices as indicated by the planform

plots of Fig. 12. These observations are not to be confused with

the initiation phenomena presented above.

one manner for comparing the interaction between the tip

and inboard f low patterns elicited on the pitching wing is to
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Fig. 10 Leading edge vortex initiatims point, Re =40,000, K
1.0, am 120* and 18 0 ,c =t, ±90.
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compare signature characteristics of each across a full

oscillation cycle. The data presented in Fig. 13, show a

comparison between the 8angle of wingtip flow with vortex

size, SZ, measured at S 0 .29c inboard. When the vortex is

apparent inboard, the tip 8angle is large. When the inboard

vortex has dissipated, the 8 angle is at minimum value.

Variations between these extrns show a very high correlation

between changes in 6 angle and changes in vortex size across

the whole oscillation cycle. In these studies no causal

relationship was tested but it appears clear that such relations

deserve further attention.

multiple vortices and Flow Elaboration. Two leading

edge vortices were always observed during certain test

conditions and at specific sites on the wing (Fig. 5). other

f low structures such as the appearance of another vortex

and the appearance of an apparent shear layer were also reliably

observed. The two vortices that were produced during a

single upward pitching motion are shown in Fig. 14. They appear

one after the other in time and chord location. The vain vortex

forms in the usual fashion on the upstroke with the secondary

vortex appearing slightly later and slightly downstream The

4, secondary vortex is only half or two-thirds the apparent size

of the primary vortex but has the same rotational sense. The

secondary vortex, formed downstream, convects more rapidly

toward the trailing edge of the wing than the primary vortex.
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B F

Fig. 14 Progression of second vortical structure,Re =30,000,
K = 1.5, IS - 1.15c, A-H: at 250, 230, 180, 120, 70,

-p I50, 70 and 120 repectively.
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Thus, the two vortices appear to pull apart on~ce they have

formed. Consistent with previously described flow behavior, the

tandem vortices were only seen briefly over the upstream chord

locations at S = 0.58c. As may be seen in Fig. 15B and 15C, the

shedingof the second vortex coincides with the appearance of a

tertiary vortex upstream of the primary structure. This third

vortex appears to rotate with the same sign as both the primary

and second vortices. If this vortex appeared, it traversed

the whole chord of the wing immediately ahead of the primary

vortex. Further toward the tip, a variety of other

structures appeared quite transiently and shear layer f low~s

appeared to be in evidence.
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Fig. 15 Formation of third leading edge vortex,Re =40,000,
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VTSUALIZE SWEEP EFFECTS

In previous studies, the detailed impact of omparative

sweep angles remains unclear. Yet, the existing research suggests

. )ithat the sweep ang le has a prof ound ef fect on both the genesis

) and development of unsteady flows elicited by various pitching

g ' motions. The present study focuses on wing sweep ef fects using

-.-. '.three test wings that varied only in sweep angle: forward,

" ' straight and aft swept. Identical test conditions were used both

.9.

. in the static and pitching evaluations. Using mItiple phase-

'"" locked photographic exposures, the evolving flow fields were

2-" examined both in side view and from above with smoke delivered to

.,/, a variety of spa n locations.

I.

' Static Comparisons

~Comparisons between straight and swept wings reveal very

Sdifferent spanwise flow separation characteristics. To

,S..*

~visualize these differences and provide a basis for dynamic

ocomparisons, the smoke sheet was introduced into the flow field

• [-'[.to intercept each of the wings at three spanwise locations;

wingtip, 0.67c and 1.33c. For each spanwise observation, angles

of attack were varied from 3 to 27 degrees. The flow field
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was photographed from sideview (tip to root) and from above.

A sideview comparison at a= 15* is shown in Fig. 16.

V. - The left column for the FSW indicates a strong helical wingtip

vortical structure at S = 0.00c, while the beginning of a

separation layer is evident at S = 0.67c, and a fully separated

flow is present at S = 1.33c. The STW, center column, also

indicates a wingtip vortex at the tip, however, both inboard

locations are fully stalled. The right column, ASW, shows stall

characteristics along the span that are the reverse of those

shown by the FSW. The wingtip flow for the ASW does not

roll into the clear helical wingtip pattern shown by other

wings. On the ASW, the tip flow seems to be influenced by a

stalled condition very near this tip location. Inboard spanwise

visualizations indicate a fully separated flow region at S =

0.67c and a less aggravated stall pattern at S = 1.33c. These

static stall characteristics are consistent with previous

studies and theory.

Top view photographs of the wingtip flow are shown in

Fig. 17, for the three wing configurations atca= 270. The

helical wingtip flow is visualized by the bending of the smoke

sheet about the tip. Different comarative magnitudes of a can

be seen with maximum values observed for the FSW. The-

chordwise location of the flow passing around the wingtip

varies not only for each wing at a= 270 but also for the same

wing when visualized at different phases in the oscillation

'Oa,
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Fig. 16 Sideview static stall caiparison, a 15g.
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cycle.

The spanwise flow deflection at the wingtip, , is

plotted for the three wing configurations over an a range from

30 to 270 (Fig. 18). Specific patterns of 8 variations occur

throughout increments for each wing. For the FSW, 8

increases with increased a throughout the a range. The

values of the STW, however, initial ly increase with increasing a

then remain constant between a= 9 to 150 (near static stall

angle for this airfoil section) and finally decrease with

increased a. The a values for the ASW increase with a up to

a.= 9' then steadily decrease as a is increased. The highest

magnitude of the ASW f value does not reach the level of values

reocrded for either the FSW or STW.

Dynamic Camparisons

Wingtip flow. When the test wings were forced into

sinusoidal pitching motions, the flow field about the wingtip

remained dominated by the strong wingtip vortex. A

comparison of the observed inboard deflection angles of tip flows

for each wing is provided in Fig. 19, where K = 1.0. In all

. cases, when the wings pitch upward, 6 values increase to a

' maximumn level near maximum angles of attack. The g values then

persist above those for static a tests until the lowest angles

- of attack are attained. Rapid decreases in a values are observed

when the wing pitches to minimum angles of attack. Minimum a

values occur in all tests at approximately a = 120 during the

.'.

ill
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Fig. 19 Dynamic to static a comfparisons, K = 0.0 and 1.0.
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upstroke of the pitching cycles. The hysteresis loop of dynamic

data collected for the FSW is centered about the static a

measurements. In contrast, both average S7W and ASW hysteresis

loops show 8 values that are consistently above those measured

in comparable a, non-pitching cases. The highest average

maqnitude of 6 was recorded for the ST. The pitching ASW showed

a hysteresis loop for 8 values that contained the widest

excursions between those occurring during the downstroke and

those of the upstroke of the pitching cycle. An increase in K

value during all wingtip observations produced downstroke and

upstroke 8 values that formed more closed hysteresis loops.

Leading edge vortex on the wing surface. Direct

comparisons between the different wing configurations in the

initiation of leading edge vortices were achieved using

visualizations based on smoke sheets introduced at span locations

of S = 0.00, 0.17, 0.33, 0.50, 0.67, 1.00 and 1.33c. Ten

sideview, multiple exposure photographs were prepared

representing equal time increments throughout the oscillation

cycles for K = 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4. Where and when a leading edge

vortex was produced depended both on wing configuration and

spanwise proximity to the wingtip. A comparative analysis of

apparent leading edge vortex size and chord position over the

wing top surface was done for all dynamic test conditions.

A coparison of the flow fields produced about each wing

| !:
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configuration at S = 0.67c and K = 1.0 is depicted in Fig. 20,

for one complete oscillation cycle. Each photographic series

shows the formation of a vortex near the leading edge as the

wings approach maximum angle of attack, a= 250 (phase angle ,=

0.0). Despite the similarity in vortex initiation, each wing

configuration differs in leading edge vortex growth, development

and traversing characteristics. These differences can be seen in

4 side-by-side oaqparisons in Fig. 20.

The FSW, left column, shows the formation of a small

leading edge vortex as well as a second vortex, near midchord,

during the early portions of the pitching cycle. The leading

edge vortex remains stationary near the leading edge showing

little growth while the second vortex both traverses toward the

wing trailing edge and appears to grow in size. Coincident with

the second vortex shedding from the trailing edge, = 0.4, the

leading edge vortex can no longer be visually resolved in an

apparent shear layer which covers the entire top surface. No

leading edge vortical structure is evident until the winq again

approaches the maximum angle of attack in the next oscillation

cycle. The STW, center column, also forms both a leading edge

vortex and second downstream vortex structure at maxmsn a. The

leading edge vortical structure grows and seems to become

turbulent when the second vortex is shed, *= 0.4. The ASW,

right column, initially forms a much larger definite leading edge

structure. This structure continues to increase in size as it

*IP .
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0.0
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-
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- 098
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Fig. 20 Photographs of one pitching cycle, S = 0.67c, K = 1.0,
S= 0.0: x = 25, * 0.5: a = 5*.
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convects over the wing surface.

The relations between apparent leading edge vortex

positions along the top surface of each wing are summarized in

Figs. 21, 22 and 23 for different phases of the oscillation

cycle. These planform diagrams depict the leading edge vortex

position across the wingspan for one half of a pitching cycle,

= 0.0 to 0.5, using K = 1.0. A shear layer was present on the

aft portion of the FSW (Fig. 21). It extended from the wingtip to

a span location of nearly S = 1.00c inboard. This layer appeared

to prevent the formation of a discernible leading edge vortex

near the wingtip. It also appeared to inhibit the downstream

convection of the leading edge vortex even at span locations more

inboard than S = 1.0c. Near midspan, this shear layer engulfed

the leading edge vortex when the second vortex (formed near

midchord) was shed from the trailing edge. The STW (Fig. 22)

produced more conventional vortex growth and convection

characteristics. The fastest convection of the lead'ng edge

vortex occurred at S = 1.0c. A distinct leading edge vortex was

present on the ASW (Fig. 23) even at a location, S = 0.17c, very

near the wingtip. Quite proximal to the tip, the wingtip vortex

seemed to cause the leading edge vortex to become turbulent and

to move upward, away from the top surface of the wing. A shear

layer apparently was present near the ASW root position, S =

1.33c, resembling that observed near the wingtip in the FSW

tests. For all wing configurations, the convection velocities of
1'

I.','
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the leading edge vortex across the upper wing surface were slwer

* near the wingtip than the more inboard locations investigated.

Leading edge vortex size was dependent on span location

and wing configuration. Plots of vortex size are shown in Fig.

24, for K = 1.0. The leading edge vortex size was, on an

average, consistently smaller for the FSW than for the other two

wings. A shear layer dominated the FSW for S = 0.33c and 0.67c.

Farther inboard, S = 1.0c and 1.33c, the leading edge vortex is

wel 1 developed but remains snai 1 in size caopared to vortices of

* 1 the STW and ASW.

The largest leading edge vortical structures were

observed for the STW at S = l.Oc. The lead'ng edge vortex

structures for the SIW were small near the wingtip, S = 0.33c and

-"-S = 0.67c, and were scmewhat larger near the root test position,

S = 1.33c.

The ASW leading edge vortex size varies most for

I" different spanwise test locations. Near thewingtip, S = 0.33c

and S = 0.67c, the leading edge structures for the ASW developed

to a larger relative size than observed using the other two

*" wings. As spanwise test location was increased to more inboard

sites, an apparent shear layer began to form and dominate the

flow field as the second vortex was shed off the trailing edge.

Altered K values of 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4 caused variations in

leading edge vortex size and chord location for each winq tested.

The variations produced by different K values, however, were

WU'. M
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- similar to those reported earlier. No qualitative changes

occurred and the f low fields were characteristic of the sweep

effects noted above. Thus, the higher K values yielded more

cohesive leading edge structures. For the STW, the structures

appeared energetic enouigh to cause splitting of the initial

leading edge vortex structure into separate vortices.

other observed phenomenon. on the surface of the STW

U. using K = 1.4, the leading edge vortex was observed to split into

two separate vorti cal structures. One ccviplete pitching cycle is

displayed in Fig. 25, for a span location of S = 0.67c. At or

near the top of the pitching cycle (A, where az= 25 0), multiple

vortex structures can be seen forming a long the top wing surface.

As the pitching cycle carries the wing downward (B, C, and D),

primary arnd second vortices are clearly formed and are beginning

to convect toward the trailing edge of the wing. The primary

vortex then appears to divide into two components (E & F): (1) a

smaller, upstream leading edge vortex, and (2) a larger,

downstream vortex comprised of a considerable amount of

turbulence. Each structure then convects and is shed in tandem

fran the trailing edge (G through J).

Additional details of the dividing of the leading edge

* vortex across the wingspan are depicted in Fig. 26. Near =

0.0, a distinct vortex is seen to f orm near ly paralIlel1 to the

I leading edge at all1 span locations inboard of the wi ngtip. At

approximately =0.25 on the downward part of the pitching
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Fig. 26 Planform of leading edge vortex dividing and
traversing, S, K = 1.4.
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cycle, the primary vortex has divided into two vortical

4. structures, each with separate positions on the wing surface.

Halfway through the pitching cycle, I = 0.5, the distance between

the two vortex centers has increased and at 4= 0.75 the more

turbulent vortex core has shed from the trailing edge. The

primary leading edge vortex continues to convect toward the

trailing edge. This vortex dividing phencrenon also was observed

for the ASW but the magnitudes of the primary leading edge

vortices were very small. No vortex dividing was observed for

0the FSW.

/
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CHAPTER VI

ANE.14,-RY AND VISUALIZATION CCMPARISONS

Flow visualization techniques provide docwmentation of

fundamental unsteady flow characteristics elicited by the three

' geometrically distinct wings. Quantification and omparison of

flow characteristics such as vortex size, position, temporal

developrent, and convective tendencies can be achieved visually.

However, any further quantification of the three-dimensional

unsteady flow field about these wings must include other data

collection techniques. So, to further verify hypotheses

initiated by flow visualization studies, velocity data were

2 collected using hot wire anemometry. The hot wire recorded the

absolute velocity of the flow field during the cyclic motion

history of the three wings. The anemometric measurements were
>'p

taken at spanwise locations coincidental with previously acquired

flow visualization data for each wing geometry. Seven chordwise

-.. locations were examined; 0.00c (leading edge), 0.17c, 0.33c,

0.50c, 0.67c, 0.83c and 1.00c (trailing edge). Velocity data

were computer collected and ten phase-locked samplings (over 200

points per run) were averaged for two complete oscillation

cycles. Chardwise and spanwise effects of wing sweep angle for

identical test conditions (Re, K, am and a ) are recorded by

-'-'V
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visualization and aneirmetry techniques.

A flaw visualization versus velocity ccaparison is shown

in Figs. 27 and 28 for the STW at K = 1.0 and S = 0.67c. The hot

wire probe positions from leading edge (A) to trailing edge (G)

can be seen in the left column for $ = 0.2 in the oscillation

cycle. The right column contains coincidental probe position

velocity measurements computer plotted over two complete

oscillation cycles. The 0 = 0.2 point of each cycle is marked

with dashed lines and are plotted in Fig. 28. The velocity

comparisons at 0 = 0.2 illustrate the unsteady fluid dynamic

variations across the chord of the wing. The probe at the

leading edge, Fig. 27 A, is positioned in the high velocity

region of potential flow as it passes over the leading edge of

the wing. Here at 4 = 0.2 the local velocity is nearly 1.5 V .

At C = 0.17c, Fig. 27 B, the probe records the much lower

velocity of the apparent interior of the dynamic stall vortex.

When the probe is near the aft circumference of the vortex, Fig.

27 C, the velocity is near freestream value. As the probe rves

further aft, C = 0.50c to 1.00c, shown in Fig. 27 D-G, the

velocity measurements are taken aft of the leading edge vortex

and above the mnidchord structure at this phase angle. Analysis

of velocity fluctuations for all probe positions indicates, as

with all other test conditions on all wings, the greatest

velocity variations at C = 0.17c along the chordlength.

Since greatest velocity fluctuations over an oscillation
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Fig. 28 Velocity canparison along chordlength, STW, K =1.0,

Z -S =0.67c, 0=.2.
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cycle occur at C = 0.17c, a couparison of flow visualization and

hot wire data for the STW at S = 0.67c and K = 1.0 are made at

this chord location, Fig. 29. The hot wire probe is seen in the

photographs in A through J as the oscillation cycle varies in ten

equal increments from * = 0.0 to 0.9, respectively. The

averaged velocity data and coincidental standard deviation are

plotted for two conplete cycles. Instantaneous local velocities

coinciding with each photograph are labeled. At the start of the

pitching cycle, a = 25 degrees and 0 = 0.0, shown in Fig. 29 A,

the hot wire is located near the high velocity circumference of a

forming leading edge vortex and the local velocity is nore than

I -.rtwice freestream value. As the downward pitching continues to

= 0.1, shown in B, the vortex is larger and the probe is now

approaching the vortex core. A corresponding decrease in

velocity at point B is observed. At point C, *= 0.2, the hot

wire probe is visualized inside the vortex core and a velocity

less than half freestream is recorded. Point D shows the probe

still inside the vortex and indicates a correspondingly low

velocity. The probe at point E is entering the higher velocity

* region near the forward edge of the vortex as aft convection of

the vortex continues. Points F-I show a seemingly non-cohesive,

turbulent vortex traversing the surface aft of the probe

position. The velocity continues to increase from F to I as the

* potential flow reattaches to the wing surface after passage of

the leading edge vortex. Point J shows vorticity coalescing

'P *% V . -6 $X jA'OA AO
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toward the initiation of a new, large scale vortex near the

leading edge of the wing.

The hot wire probe location at the trailing edge of the

wing records velocities as the dynamic stall vortex passes

P through this chord location. A flow visualization versus

velocity comparison at C = 1.00c for the STW at S = 1.00c and K

1.0 is shown in Fig. 30. The peak velocities at this chord

position do not attain magnitudes as great as data taken at C=

A0.17c. Passage of the leading edge vortex is recorded by

decreased velocity values. During vortex initiation, growth and

early convection, the probe is not encountering vortical flow and

the recorded velocities are near freestream values. When the

leading edge vortex is shed, Fig. 30 H, I and J, the shedding of

free vorticity from the lower surface can be seen at the trailing

v I edge.

The standard deviations of velocity f luctuations for the

ten averaged data runs are also plotted for two oscillation

cycles in Figs. 29 and 30. In both figures, the standard

deviation increases when the probe is inside the leading edge

k vortical structure. This increase indicates more local velocity

fluctuations in the interior of the vortex. The standard

deviation plots begin to increase as soon as the hot wire probe

records the velocities interior to the vortex and decrease when

* the probe begins to sense the more structured, high speed

velocities of the vortex circumference. When the probe is not
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encountering interior vortex flows, the standard deviations are

very small.

The spanwise deflection angle, 8 , of the flow at the

wingtip was recorded from top view flow visualization. Phase-

dependent comparisons of these bangles with anemometric

velocity measurements at the w" ngtip are shown on Figs. 31, 32

and 33. The velocity data points were plotted for chord location

C = 0.17c, however, identical velocity trends were noted at all

chord locations from leading to trailing edge. The FSW data,

I shown in Fig. 31, illustrates similar trends in velocity and 8

measurements throughout one complete pitching cycle (4= 0.0 to

1.0). The high velocity and a magnitudes occur during high

angle of attack portions of the pitching cycle while the minimum

values are recorded near minimum a portions. This velocity

profile was also observed inboard along the span until nearly

midspan, S = 0.67c, where effects of leading edge vortex

development altered the shape of the velocity curve. Similar

coparative velocity and angle results are noted for the SIW

in Fig. 32. Spanwise observations reveal that this wingtip

ve locity prof ile exists inboard a long the span on ly to the S

0.33c location. The ASW data, shown in Fig. 33, again, shows

similar trends in velocity and 8angle. These profiles display

the highest magnitudes on both plots during the downstroke of the

cycle after passage of maximum angle of attack. The minimums are

also shifted until the upstroke of the cycle after minimum is

V 5.4 1-,
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passed. The leading edge vortex effect is observed over the aft

portion of the ASW even at the wingtip location. The previously

observed wingtip profiles for the FS and STW were not observed

for the ASW at any span location inboard fra the tip.

Flow visualization has revealed large temporal and

spatial differences in leading edge vortex structures for each of

the three wings when various span locations are examined. A

spanwise sideview of the streaklines as seen for two points in

the oscillation cycle, 0 = 0.0 and 0.3, is depicted in Fig. 34

for the STW. At or near the wingtip (S - 0.00c and 0.17c), a

strong wingtip vortex is traced out by the saoke. A leading edge

vortex, multiple vortices and shear layer are observed at more

inboard span locations, S = 0.33c to 1.33c.

Spanwise comparisons for each wing geometry at C = 0.17c

and at instantaneous phase angles of O= 0.0 and 0.3 are shown in

Fig. 35. The flow visualization photographs in Fig. 34 can be

matched to the velocity profiles in Fig. 35 B. The velocity data

of Fig. 35 for 0 = 0.0 show a steadily increasing V/V~as

inboard distance from the wingtip increases. Flow visualizations

for this phase angle indicate the probe position is located in

the high velocity circumference of a stall, newly forming leading

edge vortex. The velocity profi le at 0 = 0.3 increases for S =

0.Oc to 0.33c where visualization shows a dominant wingtip flow

and a dominant leading edge vortex, respectively. At S = 0.50c

to 1.00c, the leading edge vortex has become progressively larger
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such that the probe at C = 0.17c is located inside the apparent

vortex core. Acoordingly, a large velocity decrease is measured.

A velocity increase at S - 1.33c is correlated visually with a

leading edge vortex of decreasing size. The probe position is

again near the higher velocity circu ference of the vortex.

Wing sweep angle effects are apparent when comparing

spanwise velocity data across the three wing geometries. Fig. 35

A, B and C show these ocmariscns. Velocity profiles for the FSW

at * = 0.0 and 0.3 maintain characteristics similar to the STW

at * = 0.0 since at both FSW phase angles the probe position is

near the upper circumference of a forming leading edge vortex.

The velocity magnitudes for f = 0.3 are smaller. This is

coincidental with an apparent shear layer visualized forming on

the FSW at this phase angle. The shear layer both prevents

distinct leading edge vortex development outboard of the 0.50c

span location and leads to smaller, less cohesive structures

inboard.

Camparatively larger velocity gradients are observed for

the ASW in Fig. 35 C. These velocity differences reflect the

more cohesive leading edge vortical structures visualized by

photography. At O= 0.0, the upper circumference of a leading

edge vortex is encountered by the probe near the wingtip, and the

lower velocities of the vortex core are sensed as the probe is

moved inboard. A similar trend is noted at * = 0.3, however,

the vortex core velocity minima are sensed by the probe at span
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locations nearer the wingtip.

A spanewie visualization cuapariso for each wing at K -

1.0 and f = 0.2 is shown in Fig. 36. These photographs depict

the wingtip flow dominated regions and the leading edge vortical

development as the span location varies from wingtip (S - 0.0c)

to far inboard (S = 1.33c). Helical wingtip vortices are seen

for all three wings at the wingtip. Even when the vertical suake

sheet impinges the wings at 0.17c inboard, smoke is pulled around

the wingtip from the pressure to the suction surface indicating a

strong wingtip effect. Near the leading edge of the ASW at this

span position, a leading edge vortex is forming inboard of the

wingtip flow. The FSW and STW show no indications of a leading

edge vortex formation at this location. At S = 0.33c, the FSW

and STW evince a shear layer across the wing surfaces with only a

slight flow disturbance near the leading edge to indicate early

coalescence of vorticity into a large scale vortex. The ASW at

this span location elicits a large leading edge vortex structure

which covers nearly half the wing top surface. As the smoke

sheet is moved inboard, S = 0.50c, a leading edge vortex and

second vortical structure are visible on all three wings. The

size of the leading edge structure increases for the PSW, STW and

ASW, respectively. Progressing further inboard, the size of the

leading edge vortex on the FSW and STW increases until, at S =

1.00c, the leading edge vortices on all three wings appear

similar in size. At this span location, the three-dimensional

Se

F1
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Fig. 36 Spaiwise visualizaticri ccuarisctis, K -1.0,
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effects for each wing may reduce to nearly two-dimensional

jphenienmon. Further inboard, S = 1.33c, the leading edge vortex

an the FSW continues to increase in size while the ASW structure

decreases.

A comparison of local velocity profiles across the

wingspan at C = 0.17c is shown in Figs. 37, 38 and 39 for the

FSW, SW and ASW, respectively. The FSW and S'W show very little

leading edge vortex effect at the wingtip, S = 0.00c. However,

the local velocity of the ASW increases at the wingtip during the

pitching cycle, * = 0.0 to 0.3, when a strong leading edge

vortex is forming on the top surface imediately inboard of the

wingtip. At S = 0.33c, the PSW local velocity profile indicates

the presence of the visualized small, nearly nondiscernible

leading edge vortex. The SIW at this span location is visually

observed to produce more cohesive leading edge structures,

reflected by the velocity curves. The ASW curve at S = 0.33c

graphically represents the visualized formation and convection of

a leading edge vortex. For this wing, at 0 = 0.0 to 0.6, the

probe at C = 0.17c is inside the forming and developing leading

edge vortex. From * = 0.6 to 0.8 the leading edge structure

convects aft of the probe position and the overall flow adheres

to the contour of the upper wing surface near the probe. At 0 =

0.9, a new leading edge vortex is visualized to be forming and

the probe is in the high velocity flow near the forward edge of

this leading edge structure.

DRAM1 l
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Flow visualization photographs depict more cohesive

leading edge structures at S = 0.67c and S = 1.00c than near the

wingtip for all three wings. This coincides with the more

succinctly perturbed local velocity measurements shown for these

span locations in Figs. 37, 38 and 39. The overall magnitude of

-. the FSW velocity curves is not as high as the STW or ASW. This

seems to reflect the maller size and shorter convective paths

observed during flow visualization. A visualization comqparison

of the three wings over one complete pitching cycle at S = 0.67c

is shown in Fig. 20.

The effects of changing reduced frequency values can be

seen in Fig. 40. These velocity profiles for the STW at S =

0.67c are shown for K = 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4. The velocity trends

are similar with small fluctuations in absolute velocity

magnitudes noted between different K value data.

Each wing gecetry was tested at identical chordwise and

spanwise locations for three K values, 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4. Since

temporal leading edge vortex formation is K value dependent, a K

value change shifted the velocity peaks to different phase points

in the oscillation cycle for all three wings. Overall velocity

peak fluctuations were compared for each wing at each K value.

Changes in K value produced insignificant magnitude changes in

the FSW velocity profiles. The STW profiles show little

fluctuation with K value change except in the span region fram S

= 0.67c inboard. In this region, higher K values produced larger
5 J

m.
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variations in the velocity peaks. The ASW velocity profiles show

greater velocity variations for smaller K values across the

entire wing span.

A special note must be made in regard to velocity

sampling of the three-dimensional flows. In almost all of the

above velocity characterizations, the angles at which the flows

intercept the hot wire probes were constant. In many cases, the

incidence angles were not orthogonal to the hot wire sensor.

But, the angles were consistent from one test condition to the

next across most span and chord sites. Thus, although overall

absolute velocities were undoubtedly less accurate than desired,

comparative variations or fluctuations in local velocities were

likely to be very reliable.

C 1



CHAPTER VII

UNSTEADY APPLICATION TO AN ADVAINCED PIF4MUIYPE

Initial investigations on a one-tenth scale, reflection-

plane model of the X-29 Forward Swept Wing Demonstrator Aircraft

were conducted to provide insight into the complexity of f low

interactions likely to be produced by such complex aircraft

configurations in an unsteady separated flow environment.

Possible aerodynamic benefits yielded by forced unsteady flows

rust be evaluated using such aircraft models. These tests were

designed to give insight into the feasibility of using unsteady

flows to enhance aircraft aerodynamics and to evaluate the flight

mechanics needs of bringing such technoloqy to fruition.

Low speed aircraft handling characteristics may be

enhanced by the careful control of unsteady f lows. In canard-

configured aircraft, for exaniple, flight qualities at low speeds

and high angles of attack (AOA) are dependent on f low separation

characteristics about both the canard and wing. The subsonic

flow about either of these tandem surfaces affects the overall

f low patterns within which the aircraft must perform. Unsteady

oscillation of the canard my enhance lift and delay separation

over it. The steady or unsteady downwash from the canard may

also reduce the effective angle of attack of the trailing wing.
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Since the forward swept wing stalls from root-to-tip, this

canard-induced effective angle reduction my delay root stall and

provide for higher aircraft angle of attack operation. To

examine these and other possible effects, flow visualization

camparisons between both static and dynamic (oscillating canard)

configurations of the X-29 were accomplished for various AOA's

and reduced frequency parameter values.

Visualization techniques applied to the in situ X-29

model show the ccmplex gecumetric structure of this aircraft model

configuration. A side view photo of this model is shown in Fig.

- 41. For these experiments, the model angle of attack (AOA) was

varied in 50 increments from 0* to 100. The canard angle of

attack ( a ) was measured relative to the model centerline and

could be varied between ±400. Both static and dynamic

experiments were done with this unique canard/forward-swept-wing

configuration. The large interactive flow area produced between

the canard and the trailing wing, showed intricate vortical

structures during single plane wing tests. These are somewhat

difficult to capture visually. Consequently, the detailed

V vortical flow development is scmetimes sacrificed to enhance the

clarity of general flow characteristics about the tandem surfaces

as viewed from both side and rear camera perspectives.

Both the canard and wing planforme elicit complex three-

dimensional flow patterns. The model geometry was similarly

complex. The vertical plane of smoke streaklines were
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positioned to intercept the canard at midspan. At this midspan

site the chordlength is six inches and the overall canard taper

ratio is 2.86. The canard planform consists of a 420 aft swept

leading edge. The trailing edge swept aft very near the root

then 280 forward across the outer span. The resulting tip chord

was 2.8 inches. Although general finite wing flow

characteristics were observed, this tapered configuration and

small thickness ratio prevent exact comparisons with the

oscillating wing data of the previous experiments. The wing

leading edge planform also contains both a forward and aft swept

profile. The predominant forward swept span intercepts the aft

swept region near the root location where the smoke impinges the

surface. This aft-swept/forward-swept planform has been observed

(Griffin, et al., 1983) to produce inboard and then outboard

spanwise flows which converge and create a leading edge crank

disturbance. This effect is quite predominant at higher model

angles of attack than used in the present studies. Exact flow

characteristics attributed to the crank are not investigated.

Static Tests

To facilitate unsteady flow comparisons, the model was

first tested under static AOA and a conditions. Flow

visualization techniques can only illustrate possible aerodynamic

benefits of forced unsteady flows when static and dynamic

coparisons are accuplished at similar test conditions. However,

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i. . .. .i . 1
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since the possible flight advantages of unsteady flows appear to

be the reduction of cataclysmic canard stall and the delay of

forward swept wing root stall, the static test parameters were

chosen to establish geometric conditions where such adverse

effects were likely to be produced. Three model angles of attack

of 0, 5, and 10 degrees were tested each with nine canard angles

of 0 to 40 degrees (Fig. 42A/B). The following figures have been

divided into two parts (A/B) of the photographic series to better

illustrate flow pattern detail.

When the model centerline is aligned with the freestream

velocity (00 AOA), the canard flow characteristics are as shown

in column one of Fig. 42A/B. At canard angles of 0* and 50 the

flow streaklines appear attached to both canard and wing

surfaces. At a = 100 a separation bubble occurs near the

leading edge of the canard and the canard wake is more turbulent

than at lower a values. The smoke lines show a decreased

(approximately 30 to 40) effective angle of attack on the wing

due to the downwash from the canard. As a increases to 150, the

separation region over the canard increases in size, but the

overall flow remains attached and the downwash angle increases 20

-30 for a 50-70 total. The adverse pressure gradient finally

causes complete flow separation over the canard at a - 200.

This separation is accompanied by an apparent increase in

effective angle of attack of the wing. Streaklines passing over

the upper surface of the canard clearly convect under the wing.
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The smoth, cohesive flow lines over the top of the wing appear

attached to the surface and exhibit little apparent turbulence

(as might have been shown by numerous, random streaklines and

diffuse smoke in the multiple exposure photographs) for canard

angles of 00 to 200. As canard angle increases through 250 and

up to 400, the wake behind the canard increases in size and this

turbulent, random streakline region is observed a both top and

botta surfaces of the wing.

Column 2 of Fig. 42A/B shows smoke line patterns about

the model at 50 AOA. The wing is at a higher angle of attack and

circulation has apparently increased. This increase is

demonstrated by flow line differences about both the wing and

canard. At 00 canard angle of attack, the geometric canard angle

with respect to the freestream is 50. At this angular position,

the top surface flow across both canard and wing appears

attached. Flow lines passing under the canard are observed

moving upward and over the top surface of the wing. The very low

pressure region created on the lifting wing upper surface

produces an upwash effect in front of the leading edge. This

wing upwash is also shown as an effective angle of attack

increase on the canard. Since the model angle is increased 5*

from column one, the stall characteristics of the canard would be

S* expected to shift by 50. This shift , however, is greater than

expected and nearly identical canard separation observed in

I column one at a - 200 occurs in column two at o = 10. As the
.i1

I,' .-
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canard a continues to increase, the separation region grows and

this separated wake completely engulfs the wing at higher a

values. At canard angles above 250, the smoke lines flow around

the canard tip. No apparent tip vortex forms suggestive of an

absence of any effective pressure difference from one to the

other side of the canard.

The photographs in column three of Fig. 42A/B are for

model AOA of 10. Flow separation over the canard initiates even

at a = 0. This earlier-than-expected separation again is due

to the increased effective angle of attack of the canard produced

by wing upwash. The f low over the wing top surface appears more

turbulent than in the lower ADA cases. The canard wake flow at

high a appears somewhat similar to the 50 AOA case. Flow

passing under the canard is again drawn upward over the upper

surface of the wing. Similar to the AOA of 50 test, two distinct

flow patterns appear over the top surface of the wing. One

passes under the canard near the tip and protrudes well above the

flow pattern near the upper wing surface. A second, seemingly

more inboard flow, passes over the top of the canard and then

follows the contour of the upper surface of the wing. Analysis

of this three-dimensional behavior is best accomplished with rear

view photography.

The complex, three-dimensional flow patterns about the

model at 50 AOA are shown from both side and rear views in Fig.

43A/B. Spanwise flow characteristics which produce the

*=
@.
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Fig. 43A Static rear and side view photos, AoA =50,
a =00 to 200.
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Fig. 43B Static rear andi side view photos, ADA= 50,
Cl=250 to 400.
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distinctive patterns observed in previous side view

visualizations can be seen in the rear view photos for canard

- angles of 00 to 400. The horizontal smoke lines which pass with

the freestream flow from left to right in the side view

photographs are seen as vertically stacked lines flowing toward

the camera in the rear view visualizations. At 0 = 0, the two

overlapping side view patterns are caused by spanwise flow

differences over top and bottom surfaces of the canard. The

smoke lines intercept the canard at midspan. The lower surface

flow is drawn outboard by the tip vortex. The smoke is captured

into the tip vortex and traces a rotational flow well above the

top surface of the wing. Thus, an outboard to inboard rotational

pattern is viewed over the wing top surface. The smoke lines

passing over the top of the canard reuain nearly two-dimensional.4

as they pass over the surface of the canard and wing. At a =

50, a separation bubble begins to form on the canard top surface

and the tip vortex appears more turbulent in side view and less

distinct in rear view photos. Lower streaklines, not engulfed by

the tip vortex, are pulled outboard under the canard and then

move upward against the wing lower surface as they traverse under
.

the wing. Similar flow structures exist at a = 100 with a more

turbulent tip vortex (shown by a diffused smoke pattern). As a
,,' th w~~inese toiarfo srcurses1t5 0 ° wtamr

increases to 150 , the canard stall is copplete and the tip vortex

is nearly undiscernible. Flow passing under the canard is still

drawn up toward the wing lower surface. From ' = 200 to 400,

.4N
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the separation is exaggerated and flow lines can be traced around

the canard surface in the rear view photos. The smoke lines are

observed to loop outward around the canard and are drawn back

toward the wing surface before turbulence dissipates the distinct

smoke patterns.

These static investigations illustrate numerous three-

dimensional flow characteristics observed in the multiple

I..exposure photographs as changes in smoke line direction and
cohesion. Increasing model AOA increased apparent circulation of

the wing up to AOA = 100 where the flow shows weak separation

tendencies near the root. This increase in AOA also created

. upwash (approximately 50) which increased the effective canard

angle of attack. Increasing the canard angle of attack fron 00

to 40* established canard stall onset angles for each model AOA.

Also, increasing canard a increased the canard downwash and

decreased effective angle of attack of the wing until canard

stall occurred. Before canard stall was complete, the canard tip

4_-' vortex intensity increased with increasing canard These

observations establish desired parameter ranges for the dynamic

Sb investigations.

Previous experiments have demonstrated lift enhancement

'-" characteristics when wing surfaces are oscillated through

sinusoidal motions which project the wing above and below normal

stall angles. The unsteady flow fields produced by sinusoidally

Sd
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oscillating the canard of the X-29 model not only influence the

immediately adjacent canard flow but also change the dynamic

r. characteristics about the trailing wing. The static model

experimients demo~nstrate f low f luctuations; as modelI AOA and canard

a vary. These flow alterations are shown as changes in stall

angles, upwash and downwash, effective angles of attack, canard

tip vortex appearance, and turbulence levels. To thoroughly

comprehend dynamic flow patterns, these variations were examined

throughout a complete oscillation cycle. Changes in these flow

characteristics and other unique phenomenon are noted as the

dynamic pitching cycle varies from * = 0.0 to 1.0.

Where applicable, comparisons are made between static and dynamic

results as well as between various dynamic configurations. Flow

visualization techniques were employed at different model angles,

canard mean angles, canard oscillation amplitudes and reduced

frequencies to attempt possible prediction of dynamically

beneficial patterns.

Initial experiments were concerned with small amplitude

oscillations that might be applicable to the computer controlled

canard angular deflections of the X-29 aircraft. Dynamic flow

visualizations of small amplitude (±50) oscillations at constant

nondimensional reduced frequency, K = 1.0, are illustrated in

Fig. 44A/B. Since model AOA changes the static stall angle of

the canard, the mean angle of attack for oscillation was varied

for each AOA during dynamic tests in order to project the wing
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Fig. 44A Dynamuic side view photos, K =1.0, AOA = 00 to 100,
cx m = 100 to 00, OL = 50, 0.0 to 0.4.
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Fig. 44B Dynamic side view photos, K =1.0, AOA =00 to 100,
a m = 100 to 00, a = ±50, * = 0.5 to 0.9.
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above and below the static stall. As AOA increased by 50 for

each test, the mean angle about which oscillations occurred

Sdecreased by 5° . Thus, the canard oscillation angles remamined

constant with respect to the freestream flow.

,v-. Column one of Fig. 44A/B shows one cumplete oscillation

cycle for model AOA of 00 and mean angle of 100. At maximum

canard angle of attack, * = 0.0, the flow lines are attached to

both the canard and wing. This same angle of attack used during

I static tests produced a separation bubble which engulfed the

4 entire upper surface of the canard. At * = 0.1, a leading edge

vortex is discernible on the upper surface of the canard. The

canard wake appears more turbulent and downwash from the canard

reduces the effective angle of attack of the wing root, possibly
even to negative values. As f increases through 0.2 and 0.3,

the leading edge vortex increases in size and the turbulence in

the canard wake under the wing surface increases. The downwash

from the canard and attached flow over the wing are verified by

the bending of those smke streaklines well above and remote to

each surface. These streaklines bend upward reflecting

disturbances in the mean flow created by the two control surfaces

and bend downward between the two surfaces when the greatest

downwash is observed. This bending of the streaklines located

we] 1 above the X-29 surfaces was also seen to be correlated with

downwash during the static tests.

At = 0.4, the canard leading edge vortex appears to

S A-
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have traversed slightly aft of the leading edge. Wake flow

behind the canard has formed a downward protruding region under

the surface of the wing. This flow mves downward, aay from the

wing, at the leading edge and, moves back up toward the wings

surface near the trailing edge. When compared with the

freestream velocity and temporal angular motion of the canard,

the horizontal length of this protruding region is that which the

airf low travels in one-half cycle of the canard oscillation.

Therefore, this region appears formed by the canard wake during

the portion of the cycle when the trailing edge of the canard is

I- lowest and the canard downwash is greatest. When the minimum
canard angle of attack is reached, the downward protruding region

I terminates and the forward edge of this region begins to traverse

aft under the wing.

At * = 0.5, the leading edge vortex is dissipating on

the canard surface much like the three-dimensional vortex

dissipation observed during other finite wing experiments. From

0 = 0.6 to 0.9, the canard is pitching upward toward maximum

angle of attack. The leading edge vortex has dissipated into a

I viscous shear layer. The canard downwash decreases during this

portion of the cycle and is evidenced by the straighter, more

horizontal flow lines seen well above the canard and wing

surfaces. Although the downwash fluctuated during the pitching
.

cycle, the flow remained attached to the canard surface

throuqhout with disturbances only for the high energy leading

-(..
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edge vortex structure. Similar to static tests at this AOA,

smoke from the midspan region was not drawn outboard to mark the

canard tip vortex.

Column two of Fig. 44A/B shows one oscillation cycle for

model AOA of 58 and mean angle set at 50. The wing increased

circulation is verified by the upwash affec iing the smoke flow

over the canard and wing surfaces. Much like static tests at

this AGA, the canard tip vortex flow is marked by smoke from the

midspan region and is being pulled up over the top surface of the

wing. This indicates three-dimensional effects on the canard

which cause the lower surface smoke flow to be trapped by the tip

vortex and trace this swirling pattern about the wing surface.

The canard downwash does not appear as dominate as in the lower

AOA test.

A distinct leading edge vortex is observed on the canard

at * = 0.0. The static data at similar instantaneous model and

canard angles shows a stalled region over the entire canard top

surface. Through 0 = 0.3, the leading edge structure remains

fixed near the canard leading edge and the flow is attached to

the surface aft of the vortex. At * - 0.4, the leading edge

vortex decreases in size and begins to traverse aft. When 0 is

0.7, the leading edge vortex is a small, more turbulent structure

near the trailing edge of the canard. At = 0.8, a new leading

edge vortex is beginning to form and the previous structure is

visible only as a diminutive streakline disturbance at the
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trailing edge of the canard. Near the end of the pitching

cycle, * - 0.9, a new canard leading edge vortex is forming

while the previous vortex has shed from the trailing edge.

Canard leading edge vortex passage about the wing surface is not

observed at this test condition.

The downwash from the canard that passes under the wing

at this AOA appears spatially and temporally influenced by the

upwash from the wing. The downward protruding region of flow

under the wing surface is clipped shorter in streamwise length

and has less downward spatial depth than lower AOA data. A

three-dimensional spanwise effect has been imparted to this

region causing a lobe-like formation seen clearly at * = 0.7.

This lobe-forming characteristic is less pronounced at lower AOPA

-A e values.

An increase in model AOA to 100, column three of Fig.

44A/B, increases dynamic spatial characteristics of the flow

,* ~' I about the canard and wing. The wing upwash has increased. This

is evidenced by the streakline smoke flow well above the

surfaces, the early fornation of the leading edge vortex in the

pitching cycle and the continuous three-dimensional canard tip

flow up over the top surface of the wing. The smoke streamlines
passing well above the surfaces show canard downwash by bending

down toward the canard trailing edge only during maximum a

values. A leading edge vortex structure is observed on the

canard surface throughout the pitching cycle. A strong leading
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edge vortex is forming and enlarging from 0 values of 0.0 to

0.3. From o= 0.4 to 0.6, this vortical structure appears to

move slightly aft on the canard surface. At * = 0.7, the vortex

is shed from the trailing edge and the flow collapses toward the

top surface of the canard. A new leading edge vortex is forming

at 0 values of 0.8 and 0.9. Similar to unstalled canard flows

seen in static tests, the canard tip vortex creates a three-

dimensional swirl flow passing well over the top surface of the

wing throughout the pitching cycle. Disturbances on the top

surface of the wing are cyclic and exact analysis of their cause

is difficult due to a possible near stall condition of the wing

at this high AOA. As observed in previous static tests of this

model, most flow passing immediately around the canard traverses

I .over and not under the wing at this high AOA value. Further

analysis of dynamic flow characteristics at these AOA values is

accomplished by increasing the oscillation amplitude fram ±50 to

±i0.0

0 Fig. 45A/B mirrors Fig. 44A/B in all dynamic conditions

except oscillation amplitude. In Fig. 45A/B, the canard pitching

angle of attack varies ±100 fra the mean angle. Column one at

4" 00 AOA demonstrates characteristics similar to equivalent AOA

data fram the previous figure. The smke streaklines well above

the surfaces indicate the canard downwash. This canard downwash

creates a downward protrusion under the wing with slightly

greater spatial depth below the wing surface due to the larger

S'.
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downmard motion of the trailing edge of the canard. The leading

edge vortex form at 0 values identical to those showing vortex

formation at lower amplitude oscillations. However, these vortex

structures exhibit more rapid convection as evidenced by the

shedding from the trailing edge during the latter portion of the

pitching cycle. A cyclic disturbance can be seen passing over

the top surface of the wing and is more easily observed in higher

AOA tests.

The oscillation motion recorded in column two carries the

canard through a maximum geometric angle of 150 and a minimum

angle of -5 ° . Again, the smoke streaklines well above the

surfaces shN.i canard dawnwash and wing upwash. The significant

differences noted between this column and column two from the

I previous figure are the top and bottom surface flows over the

wing. The bottom surface protrusion forms under the wing as

before, however, the forward portion is drawn into a three-

dimensional, clockwise-rotating vortex ( = 0.6). This vortex

is formed when the protrusion is clipped by the upward motion of

the canard trailing edge.

The top surface flow over the wing appears to be

influenced by both a leading edge vortex from the canard and an

upward protrusion caused by upwash from the canard at minimun

angle of attack. At 0 = 0.6, the canard has begun the

increasing angle of attack phase of the oscillation cycle and a

diminished-size leading edge vortex has traversed to near

@14
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midchord. As increased a progresses to * = 0.7, the leading

edge vortex is nearly shed frm the trailing edge of the canard

and an upward disturbance is forming near the wing leading edge.

At * 0.8 and 0.9, the leading edge vortex is completely shed

from the canard and the upward disturbance is traversing the

wing. When maximum ais reached at 0 = 0.0, the flow is

reversing from under-the-canard/over-the-wing to over-the-

canard/under-the-wing. This switch clips the upward protrusion.

From 0 = 0.0 to 0.2, a nearly circular vortex with upstream

elongation is observed traversing the wing upper surface.

Column three of Fig. 45A/B depicts canard angular motions

of ±10. The flow characteristics shown here are temporally

identical and spatially of somwhat greater magnitude than data

for the lower amplitude oscillations. Leading edge vortex

formation, size and convection appear unchanged fram column three

of Fig. 44A/B. The three-dimensional canard tip vortex swirl

over the wing top surface, seen only at high a in colum two, is

observed throughout the pitchinq cycle. The wing upper surface

flow is visually more prcminent than in column two. At *= 0.7,

the leading edge vortex is shedding fram the canard trailing edge

and an upward disturbance is beginning near the leading edge of

the wing. When *= 0.9 and 0.0, the vortex/protrusion is fully

developed on the top surface of the wing. As in other high AOA

tests, nearly all smoke flow about the canard traverses above the

wing. However, at *= 0.9, 0.0 and 0.1, a lower surface

ii.-,
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protrusion is observed indicating this flow characteristic ocurs

at high AOA.

The effects of reducing K value from 1.0 to 0.5 can be

seen by comparing the previous data with photos in Fig. 46A/B.

In Fig. 46A/B, the model AOA and mean angle of attack are both

set at 5 ° .  The oscillation amplitude is ±5
° , ±100 and ±200 in

columns one, two and three, respectively. An initial analysis of

this data reveals four overall observations. First, the smoke

lines passing near any control surface are more turbulent than

for the higher K value cases. There also appears to be little if

any canard tip vortex flow up over the top surface of the wing.

The leading edge vortices formed on the canard surface cyclically

grow in size then dissipate, with no apparent effect on the flow

over the top surface of the wing. And finally, all the unsteady

flow patterns seem directly related only to the cyclic upwash and

downwash created by the canard oscillating motion.

Column three of Fig. 46A/B provides a pictorial summary

of the upper and lower wing surface protrusions caused by the

cyclic canard upwash and downwash. A leading edge vortex forms

during the increasing x phase at * = 0.9. This vortex grows

during the decreasing c phase from = 0.0 to 0.2. The leading

edge vortex, however, decreases in size and dissipates without

showing convective tendencies as * goes from 0.3 to 0.5. The

upper and lower protrusions are caused only by the cyclic upwash

and downwash changes. From = 0.0 to 0.3, the wing surface is
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Fig. 46A Dynamic side view photos, K 0.5, AOA =5 ,  50,

a = ±50, ±100 and ±200, €=0.0 to 0.4.
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dominated by the lower surface protrusion. The maximum angle of

attack of the canard during this phase causes maximum downwash

and under-the-wing flow. The * = 0.5 to 0.8 phase imediately

follows the minimum angle of attack in the cycle and, with

allowances for streamwise smoke travel, shows domination of the

wing flow by the upper surface protrusion.

Nearly all data analyzed thus far has been described as

containing various degrees of three-dimensionality. To

facilitate analysis of the three-dimensional effects, rear view

photographs were taken at K = 1.0, AOA = 50, mean angle = 5° and

oscillation amplitude of ±100. The rear and side views at

identical dynamic conditions are shown in Fig. 47A/B. The rear

view photographs do not contain the entire flow pattern over the

surfaces due to lighting and camera focal length restrictions.

Since the area of significant flow description is jut forward

and aft of the canard trailing edge, this horizontal surface is

used far camera focus. The smoke flow patterns proximal to the

canard trailing edge will appear most prominent in the

photographs.

At 0 = 0.0, the smoke lines passing about the canard and

wing surfaces demonstrate the complex three-dimensionality of

this flow. Similar to static rear view data, the smoke is pulled

out of the original vertical plane by dynamic spanwise pressure

gradients and downwash and upwash effects. The smoke flow over

the canard appears reasonably two-dimensional as it convects

- I Q 1
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Fig. 47A Dynamic rear and side view photos, K = 1.0, AOA 50,

Om = 5* fczt = ±10, *=0.0 to 0.4.
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across the canard and wing surfaces. The smoke flow under the

canard is pulled fram left to right toward the canard tip. This

smoke is entrained in the canard tip vortex and traces the

swirling pattern upward and well above the wing upper surface.

The rear view visualization shows this vortex pattern as a

vertical line extending upward from the canard tip with a

circular smoke pattern above the wing.

For 4 = 0.1 and 0.2, the rear view flow patterns are

similar to that observed at 4 = 0.0. The flow under the canard

is drawn farther away from the lower surface as left-to-right

flow toward the tip continues. A canard tip vortex is still

observed with the vortex center moving closer to the surface of

the wing as 4 increases. A slightly three-dimensional leading

edge vortex can be seen from the rear as a vertical disturbance

on the canard surface.

As 4 increases through 0.3 to 0.6, the rear view canard

tip vortex moves even closer to the wing surface and a decrease

in apparent strength is indicated by a decreasing smoke diameter

around the vortex center. The left-to-right spanwise smoke flow

under the canard moves farther away and then closer to the canard

lower surface. This characteristic, acounting for flow temporal

delay for traversing velocity, is the flow moving around the

canard surface at the high a portion of the pitching cycle then

moving closer during low a . Another smoke trace is also now

observed under the wing surface in vertical line with the

fkj
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original smoke flow. This trace originates above the canard and

indicates the spanwise location of the lower surface protrusion.

At * = 0.6, this trace near the wing root position becomes very

clear. The corresponding side view shows a distinct rotating

vortex at this position. The remaining cycle, * = 0.7 to 0.9,

illustrates an increase in canard tip vortex strength and

dissipation of the under-wing vortex core.

Similar to static tests, the visualized flow

characteristics of stall angles, of upwash and downwash, of

effective angles of attack, of canard tip vortices and of

turbulence levels were documented for the cyclic dynamic flow

tests. Unique dynamic characteristics of canard leading edge

4 vortex development and wing protrusions were also recorded.

Changes in dynamic test parameters precipitated distinct

alterations in these flow characteristics. Increases in model

AOA stimulated an increase in wing circulation which lead to

:- higher effective angles of attack of the canard. This angular

increase is demonstrated by more spanwise flow toward the canard

tip and earlier formation and larger size of the canard leading

edge vortex. Increases in canard mean angle of attack increased

9 I overall downwash from the canard which decreased the effective

angle of attack of the wing root. Changes in oscillation

I.. amplitude created the protrusion effect over the wing by changing

the upwash and downwash patterns. Reducing the nondimensicnal

reduced frequency, K, produced more turbulent flows and virtually

So

.
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eliminated any convective tendencies of the canard leading edge

vortex. These overall dynamic characteristic changes when viewed

simultaneously may illustrate beneficial flow patterns.

'
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CHAPTER VIII

DISCUSSION

Throughout the studies discussed in this text, many

unique observations concerning unsteady f low behavior have been

made. Some confirm hypotheses generated by previous

investigations and others, such as the X-29 results, are

unparalleled in experimental research. Unsteady flow

characteristics about three-dimensional, finite wings are not

fully understood. Therefore, a systematic approach has been

undertaken in the present analysis to camprehend the finite wing

interactions as well as the effects of swept surfaces. This

basic finite, swept wing analysis is essential in unsteady flow

application attempts with models like the X-29. Since different

experimental investigations produced distinct levels of

ccmprehension, each will be discussed separately.

Forward Swept Wing

The initial finite wing studies began with flow

visualization experiments on a forward swept wing. The three-

dimensional flow field dynamics about a finite wing cannot be

completely described using flow visualization techniques alone,

however, these investigations provide comprehensive qualitative

1I
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insight into spatial and temporal flow characteristics. The

swiept forward wing yielded unsteady separated f low fields that in

many ways were reminiscent of those three-dimensional f lows

elicited by a symmnetric wing (Adler and Luttges, 1985). Of

critical comparativye importance was the failure of tip vortices

to decrease in apparent strength at very high ang les of attack.

The stalling characteristics were similarly critical. The

.. ~ inboard regions of the span stall at lower angles of attack

than the tip regions. These static angle of attack

* dependencies undoubtedly contributed to the dynamic pitching

characteristics exacted on the flow field.

The effects of K values and mean angles of attack on

inboard, leading edge vortices were well behaved. With

increased K these vortices formed later in the upward pitching

motion and with increased mean angles of attack the

vortices were formed earlier. vortex initiation point was

correlated with Vc in that earlier initiation invariably led to
.5lower Vcvalues and later initiation, to higher Vc values.

Apparent vortex size was inversely related to the V c values.

At the wingtip, the curvature of f low inboard was

determined both by angle of attack and by the presence or absence

of a leading edge vortex. As the wing pitched through a cozplete

V cycle, the wingtip flow curvature showed significant amounts

of hysteresis and significantly more magnitude than observed

during static angle of attack tests. The hysteresis was most

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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clear during low K value tests and the overall magnitude of

curvature was most obvious using high K values.

The interaction between these flow patterns was

spatially dependent upon span location and temporal ly dependent

upon pitching characteristics of the wing. In the form~er

case, f lows near the tip over the wing developed mocre slowly than

inboard f lows. The resulting vortices were mocre capricious, the

apparent Vc values smaller, and vortices disappeared before~~C

reaching the trailing edge. As a result of higher K values,

vortex flows near the tip were delayed in the pitching cycle to

initiation at higher angles of attack and the apparent vortex

size (weall1 in caparison to inboard vortices) was increased.

At high K values, the primary vortex was joined by additional

vortices during a single pitching motion. Planforn plots reveal

two disparate regions on the upper surface of the wing that

are the domains of leading edge vortices or tip vortices,

respectively. The leading edge vortex dantain consists of a

triangular wedge with the base far inboard and the apex near

the leading edge of the wingtip. One side of the wedge is

outlined by the leading edge of the wing and the other side

is generally bounded by a line beginning at the trailing

edge inboard and running toward the front of the wingtip. In

contrast, the daciain of the tip flow structures is a wedge shaped

area bounded by the tip and by a line beginning from the

leading edge of the tip and passing to the trailing edge of

V ~k~ ~ ~I *-~IV.
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the wing where a base is formed. Between these domains remains a

place on the wing where flow field structures arise from the

interactions of the leading edge and wingtip vortices. The mst

predominant of these structures are shear layers both with and

without distinct embedded multiple vortices. Interactions occur

between the domains outlined but such interactions appear

to affect the magnitude of existing flow field structures rather

than the qualitative nature of the flow fields. Thus, the

wingtip domain is characteristically that of the wingtip

vortex where inboard flow changes the 6 angle but not the

overall flow field. And, the leading edge vortex damain

shows a vortex that responds to tip flow but this vortex is not

lost to the tip flow effects.

The specific contributions of the swept forward wing to

the three-dimensionality of the flow field during pitching appear

to arise from a combination of the inboard stalling

characteristics of the wing at high angles of attack and the

reluctance of the tip to show stall at such high angles. In

addition, the two flow field domains described above interact in

a non-orthogonal fashion due to the forward sweep of the wing.

The result of these swept forward wing interactions is

most evident in the growth of the leading edge vortex near the

wingtip. Unlike previously reported instances in which increases

in K value result in decreased vortex sizes, the vortex size near

the wingtip actual ly increases with increased K values. In fact,

. ,I
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this relationship cly exits in flow regions near the wingtip and

further inboard the size of the leading edge vortex behaves as it

does using airfoils. Coupled with this observation is the

alteration in the character of the helical tip vortex. The

vortex shows exaggerated a angles across all dynamic test

conditions but the exaggeration is neither as large nor as

influenced by hysteresis as in tests using a straight symetrical

wing.

Swept and Straight Wings

When tested under identical static and dynamic

conditions, the FSW, STW and ASW yield different flow

separation characteristics. Major differences between these

wings appear to derive from spatial variations in the static

separation and from the spatial and temporal distribution of

vorticity related to forced dynamic separation conditions. In

static testing, the FSW first began to indicate flow separation

characteristics near the wing root as angle of attack was

increased. Similar separation tendencies developed near midspan

locations only as higher a values were tested. This stall

" characteristic was shared by the tip flow deflection angle,

g , which increased steadily with increasing a signifying little

stall influence at the wingtip.

The STW shows stall across most of the wingspan at

values near 12. Above this a , the a values drop off reflecting

*". the influence of the stalled wing region inboard.

Ow
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ISeparation characteristics were first noted on the ASW

near the wingtip as a was increased. This is reflected as

steadily decreasing Q values as ( is increased even more and as

inboard stall beccmes more fully developed.

These differences in static tests appear to provide the

basis for most of the differences between the wings when

subjected to dynamic pitching tests. A spanwise comparison of

static and dynamic results indicates a direct relation between

I static stall magnitude and dynamic leading edge vortex size.

The FSW stalls first near the wing root and this region shows

the largest leading edge vortical structures during dynamic

testing. The ASW, however, stalls more readily near the wingtip.

Accordingly, this area develops the largest dynamic vortex.

Except for the FSW, the average dynamic 5 values are

consistently higher than the static a counterparts. This is due

Ito the leading edge vortex influence at the wingtip. When a

-:. leading edge vortex is present on the wing upper surface, the low

pressure vortex and overall attached flow cause higher average

angles at the tip. All B hysteresis loops for K = 1.0 are at

I minimum values at instantaneous cl= 120 during the upstroke of

the pitching cycle. This point in the pitching cycle coincides

with the shedding of the inboard leading edge vortices into the

wake. At k = 120, no major leading edge vortical structures

are evident on the top surface of the wing.

The wing swee effects are most dramatically illustrated
% Or e
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in the spatial distribution of the leading edge vortices. As the

wing sweep angle progresses from forward to aft, the leading

edge vortex dynamics are clearly less dominated by the wingtip

flow effects. A strong leading edge structure is observed on the

ASW at span locwations very near the wingtip, but in the FSW tests

these vortices a e spatially supported only at quite inboard span

- -,locatiis. These vortex initiation site differences suggest that

as the wing sweep increases aft, more vorticity may be

generated on the wing top surface to resist the wingtip effect.

The vorticity accumulation sites are predicted by the static

data. The static cataclysmic stall characteristics near the

wingtip for the ASW identify this area as producing the pressure

gradient, shear layer and potential flow interaction which

produces large scale leading edge vortex structures during

dynamic oscillation. The FSW, however, demonstrates minimal

stal l characteristics near the wingtip during static tests and

little, if any, vorticity accumulation in this area during

dynamic tests. The resulting vortices reflect differences both

in the sites of vortex formation and in the apparent developnent

of the vortices.

A carparison of spanwise centers of leading edge vortex

cores can also be made to those observed for linearly

accelerated flow tests. The spanwise vortical structures form

nearly parallel to the leading edge of each wing and convect

in a pattern dependent on wing geometry. These patterns are

Lox.
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reminiscent of those in the stained boundary layer flows in

accelerated flow tests (Freymuth, et. all, 1986). Under these

conditions, the structures originate at the leading edge of the

wingtip and extend across the span of the wing.

Of particular note in the characteristic formation and

convection of the leading edge vortex are the dynamic

consequences related to the second vortex shedding from the wing

trailing edge. In numerous test cases, when the second vortex

that formed near midchord sheds from the top surface, the

leading edge vortex decreases in apparent size and a dominant

shear layer develops on the top wing surface. This shear layer

sometimes completely engulfs the leading edge structure. The

loss of focused vorticity from the wing top surface that

apparently occurs with second vortex shedding, causes the

remaining leading edge structure to dissipate into the

strengthened distributed shear layer. In cases where larger,

more developed leading edge vortices exist, the shear layer is

not evident and the leading edge structure successfully

traverses the whole wing chord. These latter characteristics are

rmuch like those demonstrated in two-dimensional airfoil tests.

An increase in K seems to deposit more or more focused

vorticity to the top surface of the wing. At K = 1.4, not only

leading edge vortices but also second and sometives multiple

vortices are formed on the top surface at the beginning of the

pitching cycle. When multiple structures are formed, the

• ',
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leading edge and second vortex structures often coalesce early

in the downstroke of the pitching cycle. When only two

structures exist on the surface, a division occurs: the leading

edge vortex divides into a smaller leading edge structure and a

larger, more turbulent downstream vortex. The three distinct

vortices then separately convect over the wing chord and shed

fran the trailing edge.

Anemometry Comparisons

are ,Since size, strength and position of vortical structures

are soeawhat difficult to precisely measure using visualization

alone, hot wire anemometry was used to verify and extend the

visualization results. The chordwise and spanwise hot wire

investigations reveal predictable velocity distributions which

correlate well with flow visualization analysis of the unsteady

flow field. Previous anemometric measurements obtained by

Robinson and Luttges, 1984, for velocity perturbations in and

about leading edge vortices formed on airfoils show reliable

spatial velocity fluctuations consistent with passage of the

vortex. Maximum velocities were observed with the hot wire probe

'tangent to the vortex circumference. Probe positions localized

within the vortex center or core show velocity minimums.

Identical fluctuation characteristics of vortex passage

signatures were observed and documented in these experiments. A

chordwise investigation depicts high local velocities when the
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probe is positioned tangential to the edge of the leading edge

vortex. As the probe is positioned near the center of the

vortex core, measured velocity decreases to a minimm The local

velocity plots vezify leading edge vortex relative strength at

the measured positions.
The complete velocity profiles show very high

repeatability of the velocity fluctuations. Each of the two

ccplete oscillation cycles across ten consecutive trials show

very similar velocity characteristics. These profiles confirm

* 'I the occurrence of high peak velocities when the anemometer probe

A.V- is nearly tangent to the vortex circumference. When the leading

edge vortex center and hot wire probe position spatially

- coincide, minimum velocities are observed. As the leading edge

vortex grows larger and convects downstream, the magnitude of the

velocity peaks recorded at aft hot wire probe positions

decreases. This trend is verified by previous observations and

by potential and viscous flow theory (Schlichting, 1968). Thus,

4the observed local velocity profiles graphically illustrate the

time history of leading edge vortex development and convection as

observed during previous f low visualization tests.

The velocity and 8 angle camparisons over one camplete

oscillation cycle illustrate f low field dynamics near the wingtip

for each wing sweep test configuration. In all cases, the

velocity and 8 angle trends are coincidental throughout the

pitching cycle. The wing-geometry-dependent continuation of

%2
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these wingtip velocity trends to inboard sites along the span is

quite consistent. The FSW wingtip velocity trends are observed

inboard as far as S = 0.67c. Flow visualizations, similar to

column one of Fig. 36, show a viscous layer in this area by

random streaklines in a very thick turbulent boundary layer. This

shear layer prevents vorticity fram accumulating near the leading

edge into a large scale, rotational leading edge vortex. This

characteristic may be due to the strong spanwise flow from

wingtip to wingroot for a FSW. This span-directional flow may

prevent the chordwise reverse flow of vorticity toward the

leading edge. Therefore, the coalescence of small, possibly

turbulent, vortices into the larqe scale leading edge structure

apparently is disrupted.

Wingtip velocity trends were observed for the STW inboard

only until S = 0.33c, and for the ASW only at the forward chord

positions even at the wingtip location. The flow over the STW

shows little, if any, span-directional flow perseverance inboard

from the wingtip vortex dominated region, S = 0.00c to 0.33c.

Flow visualizations document the formation of a small leading

edge vortex at S = 0.33c but no chordwise convection of this

* structure occurs. At phase angles approaching the minium angle

of attack, this structured leading edge vortex dissipates into a

shear layer that doiinates the entire STW chordlength. The ASW

V I exhibits spanwise flow from the wingroot toward the wingtip.

This fluid motion resists the inboard flow produced near the
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wingtip by the wingtip vortex. Vorticity appears to be

accumulated into a structured leading edge vortex on the ASW

surface at spanwise points proximal to the wingtip. These

structures are observed by both anemometry and flow

visualization.

As mentioned previously, the FSW and ASW geometries

produce spanwise fluid motion along the top surface. The miimum

pressure line for each wing runs roughly parallel to the wing

leading edge. Since the airflow is not orthogonal to this line,

some span-directional velocities are produced. This

characteristic can be verified using incompressible, constant

viscosity, Navier-Stokes equations of motion (White, 1974). The

-- spanwise flow promotes different stall characteristics for the

FSW and ASW. These regional separation characteristics

visualized for each wing during static tests predict spanwise

areas of large scale vorticity when oscillating pitch motions are

applied to the wings.

The spanwise investigations depicted photographically and

graphically show sweep angle effects as well as wingtip and

leading edge vortex interactions. Local velocities near the

wingtip are norma1ly lower than those recorded at ire inboard

locations at the same chord position. This verifies the

suppression of vortex-structured vorticity near the wingtip. The

fluid flow near the wingtip for the ASW quite effectively resists

wingtip effects and higher local velocities are observed in this
-. .
SK Z.
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region. The complete velocity profiles over two oscillation

cycles accurately show wingtip effect and leading edge vortex

position and strength at any observed span location.

Changes in vortex structure and velocity strength caused

by different K values are nominal when compared to wing geometry

effects. The range of K values investigated, K = 0.6 to 1.4,

produced predictable gradients in leading edge vortex position

and strength related to pitch cycle. The velocity maxima and

minima for the K = 1.4 experimentr were only noticeable larger

than those for other K values at chord locations of approximately

midchord.

The extensive flow visualization and hot wire anemaretry

data together with two-dimensional flow characterizations may now

be used to analyze the three-dimensional fluid dynamics about

unsteady wings with varying sweep geometries. Analysis of the

dynamic stall process on unsteady two-dimensional airfoils has

been documented (Reynolds and Carr, 1985). The process begins

with the increasing angle of attack of the wing. During this

portion of the oscillation cycle, a viscous, high-vorticity

boundary layer is formed on the upper surface of the wing. This

layer initiates due to viscous diffusion and the pressure

gradients formed by the wing dynamics. The low-mmentumn, high-

vorticity layer near the leading edge resists external velocities

and moves forward on the wing. As the sinusoidal cycle

progresses toward maximum angle of attack, the geometric a
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change diminishes while the effective a continues to increase.

Even during the decreasing a downstroke of the cycle, the

effective a remains high creating high potential flow velocities

which cause the cuter flow forces to overvcme the inner, viscous,

reverse flow resistance. In this cyclic region, the surface

vorticity coalesces into a large scale dynamic stall vortex.

This vortex continues to grow and disturb the potential flow as

az decreases. As a decreases toward minimm, the potential flow

forces the rotating vortex to traverse the wing surface toward

the trailing edge. This dynamic stall process is observed for

wing gecmetries far inboard from the wingtip effect.

The initiation and growth of a larae scale vortex is

isolated forward and aft of the minimum pressure point on the

chord of the wing. Under most dynamic conditions, a second

seemingly same rotational, large scale vortex, smaller than the

leading edge structure, is formed aft of this minimum pressure

location. This second vortex also traverses the wing during the

downstroke of the cycle. As this aft structure sheds from the

trailing edge of the wing, the leading edge vortex decreases in

size and, in some dynamic cases, dissipates into a shear layer

and is no longer discernible on the upper surface. This

phencmenon is observed by flow visualization and documented by

anemametry techniques.

The explicit roles of three-dimensional sweep geometry in

vorticity formation, transport and accumulation can now be

@04
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discussed further. The unsteady fluid motion elicited by the

oscillating FSW illustrates more diverse flow characteristics

than the other two wing geometries. The wingtip effect and

natural inboard spanwise flow presumably cause the distinct

vorticity localizations. The wingtip flow from pressure to

suction side of the wing remained strong throuqhout the pitching

cycle. Top view photography recorded inboard spanwise flow aft

of the minimm pressure chord position as far inboard along the

span as S = 1.00c. The spanwise pressure gradients which cause

this flow seem responsible for preventing the traversing of the

I leading edge vortex through this aft chord region. Vorticity

accumulation near the leading edge was suppressed at span

locations proximal to the wingtip. A small, weaker (shown by

-"anemometry) dynamic stal l vortex forred near the leading edge.

The size and strength of this vortex increased with inboard span

location. As convection began, this leading edge structure

decreased in size and dissipated into the shear layer. This

leading edge dissipation and shear layer formation coincided with

shedding of the midchord vortex. The potential flow above the

viscous region did remain somewhat contoured to the wing upper

surface and no full, cataclysmic stall was noted even at high a

values. This phenomenon may enhance lift characteristics when

cwvpared to non-pitching wings.

The flow characteristics about the unsteady STW also

illustrated three-dimensional wingtip effects but not as far
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inboard as for the FSW. Again, the leading edge vortex size

increased as distance from the wingtip increased. The

dissipative effect on the leading edge vortex was noted until an

inboard span location of S = 0.33c was reached. The dynamic

stall vortex size decrease coinciding with midchord vortex

. ~shedding continued until S = 0.67c. At S = 1.00c, the large

scale vortex increased in size when the midchord vortex was shed

into the wake. Farther inboard, the transient separation

phenomena behaved nearly identical to the S = 0.67c location.

The STW unsteady flow dynamics may provide greater lift

enhancement advantages than those observed for the FSW.

The ASW gecmetry provided nearly ccuplete spanwise sites

for vorticity transport and aocumulation into large scale dynamic

stall vortices. The disturbance of the potential flow by the

leading edge vortex was recorded even at the wingtip location.

Presumably, the natural root-to-tip spanwise flow across the ASW
J,, .-

stimulates vorticity accumulation and dynamic stall near the

leading edge. The leading edge vortex continued to enlarge

throughout the pitching cycle, and in some dynamic cases

enveloped the entire upper surface of the wing before shedding

into the wake. A decrease in dynamic stall vortex size and a

shear layer effect were noted for the ASW near the wingroot.

Since the wing surface area oovered by the vortical structure is

significantly larger for the ASW, this geometry may provide the

ideal fluid dynamic characteristics for unsteady lift

Oi l ,
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enhancement.

Application to Advanced Prototype

The complex geometry of the X-29 model precipitates

unique three-dimensional airflow patterns during both static and

dynamic tests. Flow visualization techniques were used to record

these patterns and demonstrate flow characteristics. The

multiple-exposure, stroboscopic photography utilized during both

static and dynamic tests verified flow field reproducibility and

illustrated turbulence levels. Smooth, cohesive smoke line

contours indicated completely superimposed streaklines and

consistant flow patterns throughout the multiple exposure. The

random, multi-streaklined appearances contrast the more turbulent

flows. Some highly turbulent regions appear as faint, white

* areas due to the smoke diffusion and light i l lumination. The

vertical smoke plane was introduced only at the canard midspan,

however, crossing streakline patterns demonstrate overlapping

three-dimensional f lows seen from the side view. This three-

dimensionality is confirmed by the rear view photographs.

The bending of cohesive streaklines in front of, behind

and well above the canard and wing surfaces depicts flow

alterations caused by parameter changes. Angular deflections of

the smoke lines in front of the canard, when ccmpared with model

centerline, indicate upwash and effective angle of attack

increase of the canard. The flow lines passing near the surface

of the canard and then about the wing surface show canard

."
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downwash and w ng effective angle of attack. This pattern of

upwash and downwash can also be seen in the bending of flow lines

far above the surfaces. The up-down-up-down pattern observed

above the surfaces is caused by the canard upwash then downwash

followed by the wing upwash then downwash. All of these flow

patterns are utilized in the comparative analysis between

parametric effects on static and dynamic data.

Variations in canard angle of attack during static tests

* caused upwash, downwash, wingtip and turbulence level changes in

the overall flow field. As a increased, the canard downwash

increased and wing effective angle of attack decreased until

ournplete canard stall occurred. This fully developed stall also

eliminated the tip vortex and created a large turbulent wake

region behind the canard. Useful flight characteristics my be

to be lost when the canard angle reaches that of full stall. The

I" three-dimensional flow traces around the canard tip at very high

angles of attack indicate a high drag, low lift condition. The

wing root may still be generating lift at higher AOA values.

This attached, lift-producing wing flow is evidenced in the rear

view photographs by the flow lines passing around the canard and

then roving back toward the wing surface. Flow patterns outboard

of the root area of the wing were not investigated during these

tests.

Variations in model AGA caused similar flow differences

in both static and dynamic tests. Since the model centerline was

..
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varied in 50 incremnts, the wing gecuetric angle of attack also

changed by this amount. An increase in model AOA caused upwash

and effective angle of attack increase. This increase produced

earlier static canard stal I and larger dynamic canard leading

edge vortices. A three-dimensional effect is seen at AOA of

50and 100 that was not observed when the model centerline was

v aligned with the freestream flow. AT 50 and 100 AOA, the smoke

flow under the wing is pulled outboard and entrained in the

canard tip vortex. This mrked tip vortex is observed under most

high AOA test conditions to pass well above the wing top surface.

This canard tip vortex appears pulled up and over the wing by the

upwash created in front of the wing leading edge by the increased

circulation about the wing root. The rear view photographs show

flow patterns passing over the canard and then being drawn

spanwise inboard toward the wing root. Since tip-to-root

spanwise flow is characteristic for a forward swept wing, this

spanwise effect, felt upstream, ray be somewhat responsible for

the increased three-dimensional flow about the canard. Since

the smoke flow impinges the wing near the root location, the

increased turbulence seen at 100 AQA exeplifies the root-to-tip
stall characteristics observed previously on the forward swept

- wing configuration.

In the small amplitude (+50) oscillation tests, model AGA

and mean angle of attack changes kept the angular oscillations

constant with respect to the tunnel freestream. As model AOA

4V
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increased, the vean angle was decreased. Therefore, the observed

effects resulted principally fran the flow field changes due to

the model and wing angle of attack. The canard leading edge

vortices were larger in size and initiated only slightly earlier

for the higher model AOA test condition. Canard leading edge

vortex formation and convection tendencies were identical at each

AOA for this oscillation amrplitude. When the leading edge vortex

began to traverse across the top surface of the canard,

convection occurred very quickly and the vortex progress from the

leading edge to shedding into the wake took less than one third

of the pitching cycle. As sheddfng was complete, the flow

collapsed toward the canard surface and a new vortex began to

form Identical unsteady flow characteristics were observed for

higher amplitude (±100) oscillations with increased angular

travel producing flow alterations of slightly larger magnitude.

The sinusoidal pitching motion of the canard produced

cyclic wing effective angle of attack changes and upper and lower

wing surface protrusions. When the canard begins the increasing

angle of attack phase of the cycle, the downwash from the canard

begins to increase and this decreases the effective angle of

attack of the wing. This downwash, recorded by the smoke flow,

extends well beneath the lower surface of the wing. When the

canard sinusoidally reverses angular direction and begins the

decreasing a portion of the cycle, the downwash decreases and

the wing effective angle of attack increases. This increase then

04
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decrease in downward flow near the leading edge of the wing

causes a downward protrusion under the wing surface. The

protrusion is caused temporally and spatially by the cyclic

upwash and dowrnwash. The horizontal lenght of the protrusion is

the distance the freestream flow travels in one half of a
'. '

pitching cycle. The spatial distance beneath the wing surface is

proportional to the downwash from the canard. This vertical

distance, like the downwash angle, increases with mean angle and

oscillation amplitude. The under-wing protrusion contains three-

dimensional overlapping patterns seen from side view photographs.

Exact flow description of this area can only be achieved using

I measured flow properties such as pressure and velocity.

Similar to the under-wing protrusion caused by downwash,

an over-wing protrusion is seem at high amplitude canard

oscillations which cyclically produce upwash at the wing leading

edge. The cyclic disturbance passing over the top surface of the

wing appears to be caused by a combined effect of traversing

leading edge vortex and upward protrusion similar to lower

surface flow. The upward protrusion is forming on the wing upper

surface while the leading edge vortex is near the trailing edge

46' of the canard. The canard trailing edge downward motion which

terminates the upward protrusion also occurs at the cycle

position where the leading edge vortex is shed from the canard

tra iling edge. Therefore, the upstream edge of the protrusion

contains the rotational vortex shed from the canard and passing
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.i 4 . over the wing surface.

The lower surface protrusioni contains three-dimensionial

rotating flow which causes spanwise vortical structure formation.

This can be seen in side and rear view photographs as overlapping

flow patterns, lobbing effects and under-wing vortex developmnent.

This phenomenon appears due to rotational f low imparted to the

under wing area by the canard tip vortex and a very high cyclic

angle of incidence at the wing leading edge. Under certain

dynamic conditions, a clockwise-rotating vortex is formed when

the protrusion is clipped by the upward motion of the canard

trailing edge. The ireiate canard wake during upward motion of

the trailing edge creates an extremely high angular incidence at

the wing leading edge. This high angular flow slapping the lower

surface of the wing deflects from~ the surface and rolls into the

observed vortex. This lobbing and concentrated vortex f low is

observed clearly in the plane of smo~ke introduction and, also,

farther outboard as a smial1ler replica closer to the wing lower

surface. The concentrated vorticity expands and dissipates in

the viscous flow as the pitching cycle progresses.

Reducing K value had the effect of increasing turbulence

levelIs and decreasi-ng any traversing tendencies of the canard

leading edge vortex. The turbuilence levels of the f low aft of

the canard increased for all oscillation axnplitudes tested. Flow

patterns in front of the canard seemed nearly unchanged by the K

value reduction. The canard leading edge vortex cyclically

U - - .
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developed then dissipated into a shear layer with no convective

tendencies observed. The canard tip vortex was not marked by the

smoke drawn outboard along the lower canard surface. These

characteristics indicate possible reduced pressure intensities

during the lower frequency oscil1lations.

In summrrey, the experiments discussed here attempted to

provide a logical progression toward comprehension of unsteady

f low characteristics about finite wings of varying sweep

gecometry. The initial flow visualizations of the smke patterns

about the oscillating forward swept wing illustrated spatial and

terporal variations in vorticity accumulation and development.

Since the initial data had no comparative base, the next logical

investigation included three sweep geomretries at identical static

and dynamic test conditions. Quantitative comparisons of

distinct f low characteristics were accomplished throughout

oscillation cycles for the entire surface areas of the three

wings. Since the flow field dynamics cannot be completely

described using flow visualization techniques alone, hot wire

* anemometry measurements were recorded for test conditions

identical to the visualized data. A concluding effort to this

unsteady flow research is an attempt at realizing possible

application of this still not fully understood technology. The

investigations conducted on the complex geometry X-29 model

demonstrate flow characteristics which my verify unsteady flow

benefits to the aerodynamics of future aircraft.



CHAPTER IX

Three-dimensional effects are indispensable in the

application of aerodynamic technology to tangible aircraft.

Finite wings produce flow fields with differential flow

characteristics as various spanwise positions are investigated.

Since three-dimensional unsteady fluid dynamics is still in

somewhat of an inception phase, little is known about finite

wing, unsteady aerodynamics. To expand comprehension of these

unsteady effects, flow characteristics were investigated at

various span locations using both visualization and anemametrv

techniques. Because high performance aircraft must incorporate

swept wings, unsteady f low over various sweep geometries were

tested. Each experiment provided greater insight into the

behavior of unsteady flow and further conclusions about possible

utility of this phencz'enon.

The studies of finite wings have for many years

investigated the effects of the wingtip vortex along the span of

the wing. Two-dimensional, unsteady aerodynamic studies have

predicted the formation and development of leading edge vortices

produced by sinusoidal airfoil notions. The application of this

possibly beneficial technology to finite wings must realize the
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effects of the wingtip vortex in this unsteady flow. Initial

unsteady investigations on a straight, symmetrical finite wing

(Adler and Luttges, 1985) show that complex interactive regions

exist between unsteady wingtip and leading edge vortices. For

the straight wing, three distinctive characteristic regions were

observed: (1) the wingtip region dcminated by the wingtip vortex;

(2) the midspan region where wingtip and leading edge vortices

interacted; and (3) the wingroot region dcminated by the leading

edge vortex much like two-dimensional unsteady flows. These

initial finite wing studies also noted a direct correlation

. between spanwise deflection of airflow at the wingtip and the

apparent circulation about the wing in this region.

The forward swept wing tests discussed in this text

statically and dynamically produced flow fields that differed

significantly fram those reported for the straight, symmetric

wing. In the static tests, the inboard span of the FSW stalled

at lower angles of attack than outboard span areas. The flow

about the wingtip did not separate even at angles of attack

approaching 300. In dynamic pitching tests, the swept forward

wing differed frac the symmetric wing primarily in regard to the

manner in which the leading edge vortex developed along the span.

The development of inboard vortices occurred at lower angles of

*[.[ attack than that of tipward vortices across al 1 K values and mean

angles of attack. The wingtip effect suppressed dynamic stall

vortex formation, size and convective tendencies at span
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locations within 1.0c of the wingtip. Areas along the span of

interacting tip and leading edge vortices show more flow field

capriciousness than was evident using a svmmetric wing.

Since the straight, symmetric wing and the FSW wingtip

gecmetries were not identical, spanwise deflection angles at the

tip could not be directly compared. The FSW static and

instantaneous dynamic 6 angle measurements correlate, however,

with inboard flow visualizations to confirm wing circulation near

the wingtip. Comparisons of @ angles for identical geometry

wingtips were acccuplished in later experiments.

As observed in experiments using two-dimensional

airfoils, plates, and a three-dimensional wing, increases in K

value result in leading edge vortex appearance at higher angles

of attack in the upward pitching motion. This delay is

invariably matched by a higher Vc value. Opposite effects are

seen for increases in the mean angles of attack around which

pitching occurs. However, within approximately 0.5c of the FSW

wingtip the relationships appear to reverse in that higher K

values result in larger vortex size and slower apparent Vc . At

these span locations, increases in mean angle do not ameliorate

the effects of K value.

It is interesting to note that previous studies have

shown that airfoils and plates across a variety of Re numbers

elicit quite similar dynamic flow field changes. The upward

motion generates a leading edge vortex that passes over the chord

*1.
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to the trailing edge. Depending upon K value, a trailing edge

vortex is elicited with opposite sign. This trailing edge

vortex often causes a rapid separation of the flow from the

airfoil surface. Such cond itions are associated with cataclysmic

stall. In the forward swept wing studies there was little

evidence for the presence of a trailing edge vortex. This large

scale, trailing edge vortex absence sem a characteristic of the

finite wing. Dynamic flow separation was not coincidental with

I the passage of the leading edge vortex into the wake.

The work of Gad-el-Hak and his colleagues, 1984-86, and

I that of Carta, 1984, shows that the swept back and delta wings

also seem to have little evidence of a trailing edge vortex.

Both series of investigations suggest that vortices form over the

upper surfaces at high angles of attack and that these vortices

simply increase or decrease in size as pitching is introduced.

In these instances it is easy to imagine that an indiuced leadinq

edge vortex simply adds to the existing vortices over the two

I different test surfaces.

Recent work by Freyrnuth and his colleagues (1986) gives a

4rather suggestive view of the three-dimensional vorticity that

supports some of the flow field structures observed here and

* previously using swept forward and symmetric wings. In a recent

study, a symmetric wing was marked with TiCl 4 just prior to

initiating a flow that accelerated linearly from rest to

approximately 40 feet per second. The vorticity of both the
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wingtip and the leading edge was evident. Across a wide range of

angles of attack the vorticity accumulated across the leading

edge in a pattern like that described for the area that supports

the pitch-induced vortices. The tip vorticity showed a pattern

reminiscent of that described for the helical pattern of the tip

vortex. Between these two areas there was no apparent

accumulation of vorticity. Higher angles of attack in the

acceleration experiments resulted in areas of vorticity that

converge over the surface of the wing, but these two areas do not

ever exhibit complete convergence. It seens possible that the

upward pitching swept forward wing brings underlying areas ofv.-

vorticity close together as in Freynuth's experiments.

F The ccmparative spanwise flow visualization tests on the

FSW, STW and ASW indicate that sweep angles can have a major

influence on the static stall characteristics of the wings and in

turn, the generation and development of unsteady separated flows

4.. on pitching wings. The spanwise static stall characteristics for

each wing configuration enhance predictability of dynamic

responses. At span locations where static stall is known to be

y - fully developed, the leading edge vortex structure is seen to be

larger and more resistant to other flow influences. This is

indicated by inboard locations on the FSW, most spanwise
:4.4

positions on the STW and by regions adjacent to the wingtip on

'.4-. the ASW. At span positions where static stal I occurs only at

very high a, near the wingtip for the FSW and far inboard for
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the ASW, the dynamic leading edge vortex development is

suppressed. Also, these leading edge structures are likely to

41 be lost to the distributed vorticity of a shear layer.

Dynamic responses to sweep angles show characteristics

4. that depend on both wing configuration and wing span location.

In some cases, the leading edge vortex growth and convection were

reminiscent of airfoil tests or previous wing tests where results

were collected at sites distal to the wingtip. Other conditions

show additional wingtip and leading edge vortex interactive

effects.

At the wingtip for each wing, the dynamic hysteresis

loops show direct relationships to the presence or absence of a

leading edge vortex on the wing surface. When a fully developed

I"leading edge vortex is forr*-d on the inboard surface, the dynamic

- is highest and goes to a minimum when the leading edge

h structure has shed or is no longer discernible on the top

surface. The overall higher average 5 hysteresis loops verses

the static 0 values indicate that dynamic pitching may enhance

lift production more for the STW and ASW than for a FSW which

already demonstrates favorable high angle of attack lift

characteristics.

The effect of wing sweep at different span locations can

also be quantified by leading edge vortex size as well as vortex

position on the wing surface. For the FSW, as span positions

closer to the wingtip are examined, the leading edge vortex

0e4
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decreases in size and resists convection. This characteristic is

observed, to a lesser extent, for the STW. The ASW, however,

shows a tendency toward larger leading edge vortical structures

near the wingtip and snaller leading edge vortices far away from

the wingtip. These overall characteristics, as noted earlier,

seem related to static stall areas. The FSW leading edge vortex

development and convection are influenced farther inboard along

the wing span by the wingtip effect than STW and ASW

counterparts. The leading edge vortex convection for the FSW is

suppressed and even eliminated by a shear layer for span

locations near S = 1.0c. This suppression is observed for the

STN for a distance of only S = 0.33c inboard and little effect

is seen for the ASW. The larger leading edge structures formed

near the wingtip on the ASW seem to be able to resist the wingtip

effect and to convect in a manner more like that observed on

airfoils.

Increasing K causes what appears to be more energetic

vortex development seen on the top surface of the STW. This

leads to the formation of multiple vortices during early portions

of the downstroke of the pitching cycle. A splitting of the

highly energetic leading edge vortex occurs midway through the

downward pitching cycle. A smaller, primary leading edge vortex

remains near the leading edge while a larger, seemingly more

turbulent vortex splits from the downstream side of the flow

structure. These distinct structures then separately traverse

4
.1° 
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the wing and shed from the trailing edge. This splitting may

indicate a high level of vorticity present on the top wing

surface capable of supporting three distinct vortices. Or, the

available vorticity may be quite differently distributed on the

wing surface. In any event, higher K values for the STW may

imply more vorticity and possibly greater lift enhancement when

utilized.

Both flow visualization and anemometry techniques verify

the dynamic spatial and temporal differences in the unsteady flow

fields produced about the three sinusoidally oscillating wings

differing in sweep angles. Flow visualization techniques were

used to record the leading edge vortex size, position and

onvective tendencies. This procedure elucidates and documents

comparative sweep angle effects since flow visualization

photographs for each of the three wing geometries were ccopared

for the same dynamic, chordwise and spanwise locations. The hot

wire anemometry data, although not precise because of flow

angularity, provide comparative corroboration of flow

visualization results. The measured local velocity fluctuations

revealed and documented position, size and relative velocities of

the flow field structures.

Chordwi se anemometric investigations conducted over the

c.omplete pitching cycle verified the formation, development and

convection of the visualized leading edqe vortex structure. The

largest velocity peaks always occurred at C = 0.17c where

! .1
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vorticity was accumulating into a very cohesive leading edge

structure. As this structure enlarged and onvected, rotational
energy dissipated and measurements in the vortex circumference

indicated reduced V/V values. Chordwise investigations, when

-. applied at identical span locations for all three wings defined

significant differences in the unsteady flow field

characteristics of each wing.

The spanwise comparison of flow visualization and

anemometry data shows that wing sweep angles produced major

Ichanges in vortex initiation, development and convection

velocity. The different interaction regions between wingtip and

leading edge vortices are dramatically resolved by comparing

visualized flow with recorded anemometric data. The wingtip

effect suppresses the leading edge vortex near the wingtip. This

effect increasingly influences the transient vorticity

acciunulation regions of the wing for the ASW, STW and FSW

* respectively. The dynamic stall characteristics of the ASW allow

resistance of the wingtip effect to span positions proximal to

the wingtip.

During most dynamic tests, a primary leading edge vortex

and a second vortex formed near midchord were observed on the

wing surface away fram the wingtip effect. Flow field influences

exist on the FSW and STW which decrease the size and dissipate

the dynamic stall vortex when the midchord vortex sheds into the

wake. As the midchord or primary vortex is shed into the wake,

o C.
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no counter-rotating trailing edge vortex is observed. The three-

dimensional effect elicits free-vorticity shedding from the

trailing edge but inhibits accumulation into a large scale

trailing edge vortex.

The above noted differences Ln wing sweep angle effects

V on unsteady flow structures will undoubtedly affect ultimate

utili-tation schemes on new technology aircraft. This wrk shows

that unsteady flow three-dimensionality can be made to vary in

different but reliable fashion. For example, wing sweep angle

can reliably dictate the flow structures likely to pass over

*-. 'J downstream aircraft control surfaces. These are important facets[ /

S-to integrate into future methodologies devised for control ling

unsteady flow structures use on aircraft such as the X-29.

The very complex geometry of the X-29 model makes

analysis of variations caused by a single parameter change

eminently difficult. Static and dynamic flow visualization

photography serves to minimize ocuparative difficulties and to

examine flow characteristics which may disclose beneficial

unsteady flight conditions. This technique is limited to

comparative analysis and a carplete flow field investigation must

include both velocity and pressure measurements. Visualized

elicited flow patterns, when analyzed using known physical flow

properties such as stall, upwash, dwmnwash and tip effect, can be

extrapolated as possibly useful phencmenon.

Slow airspeed, high angle of attack flight of the static

N,
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rodel substantiates adverse flow conditions where some type of

aerodynamic flow control device may be beneficial. Increased

model AGA caused early canard stall and possibly disruptive wing

lifting conditions in the wake of the stalled canard. Higher AOA

values also seemingly created exorbitant three-dimensional

effects shown by increased spanwise flow on the canard and

overlapping flow patterns about the wing. The advantages of

applied unsteady flow producing devices seem to be in maintaining

attached flow at high AOA values over both the canard and wing

*surfaces.

Dynamic sinusoidal oscillations of the canard produce

cyclic unsteady flow fields about the canard and wing which may

be beneficial in delaying separation. Airflow in the immediate

vicinity of the canard remains attached to the surface throughout

the pitching cycle. The only disturbance of the airflow is the

formation and development of the leading edge vortex. This

dynamic vortex formation has been shown in numerous airfoil and

.'wing tests to be benefici al in enhancing lift characteristics.

Therefore, the increased overall flow attachment and the high

energy leading edge vortex development on the surface of the

canard may increase lift production well above the static high

angle of attack values.

Increased flow attachment on the canard surface causes a
nearly continuous downwash aft of the canard. This decreases

the effective angle of attack of the wing in the root area. The
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stall characteristics of the forward swept wing have been shown

in experiments discussed in this text to be from root-to-tip.

'. Therefore, this decrease in effective angle of attack near the

root area may delay the overall onset of separation on the wing.

Further investigations at multiple span locations across the wing

span should evidence the exact spanwise separation tendencies and

the contribution of the unsteady flow fron the canard.

The protrusions on the surface of the wing are caused

.4 minly by the cyclic upwash and downwash changes from the canard.

Such ccmplex flow patterns cannot be fully described with flow

1 visualization data alone. These areas must be examined using

other flow measuring techniques such as hot wire anexnametry and

surface pressure. Under certain dynamic conditions, the

I" protrusions exhibit embedded, three-dimensional vortex structures

which may produce very ccplex flow field variations across the

wing surface.

Summary

This research has focused on the three-dimensional,

forced unsteady flow characteristics elicited about finite wings

with distinct sweep geometries. Wing spatial and temporal

variations in vorticity transport and accumulation sites are

recorded by both flow visualization and ane1csetry techniques.

* .- Dissimilar flow characteristics were observed at disparate

spanwise and chordwise locations on the FSW, STW and ASW when

tested under identical dynamic conditions. Cyclic temporal flow

z
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behavior also evinces contrasting characteristics when compared

at spatially identical wing locations. These fluctuations are

attributed to the variable wingtip influence for each finite wing

geometry. Wing sweep geometry and span location were the

dcominant flow-changing parameters. Vorticity accumulation into

the wingtip vortex cyclically varied in intensity (shown by a

angle and velocity measurements) for each wing. The ASW produced

flow fields which caused the greatest fluctuations in the wingtip

vortex dynamic qualities. Proximity to the wingtip precipitated

leadinq edge vortex suppression in both size and convective

tendencies. This wingtip effect prevents distributed vorticity

in the shear layer from accumulating into a large scale vortex

structure. In some instances, vorticity accumulates into the

large scale leading edge vortex only to dissipate back into

distributed form during later portions of the pitching cycle.

The FSW geometry created upper surface flows which spanwise

perpetuated the wingtip effect to nearly one chordlength inboard.

This effect existed spanwise on the STW until nearly midchord and
* was observed on the ASW only ver1 near the wingtip. This cyclic

leading edge vortex formation then dissipation was also observed

on the oscillating canard of the X-29 model. Flow over the wings

distal to the wingtip effect reveals vorticity accumulation,

.vortex development and convection characteristics similar to two-

dimensional airfoil data. Variations in dynamic parameters

caused differing spatial and temporal effects on each wing

.? . --. q.-.p *," .. . - . .. ;. 9 i- .- , ,/,( .
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geometry. Increasing K value from 0.6 to 1.4 causes smaller

leading edge vortex structures and higher convecting velocities

at span locations away from the wingtip effect. This K value

increase also produced slightly greater velocity fluctuations and

"-" .leading edge vortex dividing on the STW. In general, increasing

mean angle of attack for the FSW provoked earlier vortex

,. formation and higher convective velocities. A comprehensive

analysis of the data presented here provides insight into the

O time-dependent generation and use of vorticity on the surface of

the three finite wing geometries.

To ultimately comprehend the three-dimensional, finite

wing effects in unsteady aerodynamics, the time-dependent

generation of vorticity into the wingtip vortex, leading edge

- vortex and the interactions of these phenomenon must be

understood. Several approaches to this realization may culminate

in feasible application of this technology to modern and future

aircraft. The studies discussed in this text were accciplished

to provide a beginning into comprehension of a relatively novel

area. These tests depict unsteady flow characteristics about

three wing geometries over a moderate parameter range. Other

experiments must continue to explore the parameter envelope

A[ throughout nltiple test media. Future work should focus on the

0I exact magnitudes of the spatial and teoral generation and use

of elicited vorticity. A vast data base must be established in

I this very ccuplex three-dimensional area of finite wing unsteady

ver
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aerodynamics. without a comprehensive data base, attempts at

modielling and application of this technology seen premature.

-dr we,
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